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In the last two years, our university has succeeded in 
further consolidating the good reputation of our Center 
for Advanced Sustainable Management (CASM) through 
qualified research and teaching programs. CASM offers 
our students, researchers, and company representatives the 
opportunity to exchange knowledge regarding sustainable 
management and responsible management education to 
learn from each other.

Sustainable management forms a significant component 
of our curriculum and enables students to recognize 
challenges and opportunities. This development helps us 
to integrate CSR into companies' strategies into a "new 
normal". The current pandemic has once again clearly 
shown us how carelessly we use our resources. The 
realignment of global supply chains is becoming one of 
the major challenges businesses have to face in the future. 
Human rights violations in supply chains, climate change, 
loss of biodiversity, or water shortages worldwide are 
further problems companies have to tackle. Responsible 
management practices are needed to implement efficient 
solutions to these problems.

Our so-called integrated sustainability curriculum has been 
further developed into an SDG (Sustainable Development 
Goals) Teaching Map, enabling us to better prepare our 
students for the challenges already outlined before. These 
efforts were complemented by implementing the output 
of different Erasmus+ research projects on the topic of 
innovative teaching formats and impact measurement of 
such formats. Together with European partner universities, 
concepts such as Summer Schools, 21 Day Challenges, or 

President of the
CBS International Business School
Prof. Dr. Habil. Elisabeth Fröhlich

PREFACE

a Sustainable Escape Room were developed. Many thanks 
to our two colleagues Marina Schmitz and Silvia Damme, 
who have been crucial in driving these projects forward.
Student engagement is a top priority at our university. 
During our "Sustainability Days" our CSR student team 
presents themselves to eager students and enterprises –to 
name a few of the numerous activities our CASM organizes 
and not to reveal too much that you can look forward to 
reading in this report! A new format was introduced in 
2020 - "Food for Thought". Panel discussions, workshops, 
or guest lectures have informed our students about current 
sustainability issues, such as the Supply Chain Act, and 
allowed insights into concrete business solutions.

Our CASM offers CBS colleagues a platform to work 
academically in the form of publishing articles, editing, 
or contributing to numerous conferences. At this point, 
I want to thank our entire teaching staff. We worked 
vigorously together in order to establish this sustainable 
approach within CBS, Germany, and even internationally. 
By joining the UN Global Compact (UNGC), we have 
further underpinned our commitment to "Rethinking 
Business". For more than 10 years, our university has been 
committed to the topic of sustainability in research and 
teaching. CBS International Business School has been a 
member of PRME (Principles of Responsible Management 
Education) for several years. I have had the privilege of 
leading the PRME DACH chapter as the spokesperson 
for the past two years. Our outstanding achievements in 
sustainable research and teaching have contributed to my 
election to the PRME Board (https://www.unprme.org/
prme-board) this summer, where I am responsible for the 
Nomination and Governance Committee. 

Finally, I would also like to address a few words of thanks 
to the Dr. Jürgen Meyer Foundation, which has supported 
us for many years and thereby has offered us a platform to 
realize these great ideas in the spirit of our vision "Creating 
Tomorrow"!

At the will of our founder, the merchant Dr. Juergen Meyer from Cologne, 
„Ethics in Business Life“ should be at the core of the foundation which was 
established after his death. The directorate and the advisory board of the foun-
dation, which was named after him, have therefore defined education and re-
search in the field of business ethics as the main focus of the Foundation‘s 
activities. We are convinced that one of the causes of the financial and economic 
crisis, of  corruption, and other corporate scandals is the fact that business 
ethics is not yet a substantial part of management education. Therefore, our 
goal is to establish an education of future managers  that includes ethical topics 
and to support research in this area. We want to encourage business ethics and 
sustainability as part of the education at universities and evolve these universi-
ties into role models with exemplary character for other universities. 

The Dr. Juergen Meyer Foundation and the CBS International Business School 
started a cooperation in October 2010 by establishing the endowed chair for 
International Business Ethics and Sustainability. There was agreement that not 
only students and the various business departments of the university should be 
addressed. Also, other national and international universities as well as emplo-
yees and managers of nationally and internationally operating companies, who 
face economic ethical challenges in different functions and situations, should 
be included in the work of the chair in order to sensitize a broad public for 
the topics Business Ethics, Corporate Social Responsibilty and Sustainability. 
From the beginning, it was the intention to take on an innovative pioneering 
role in the German educational landscape with this integrative approach of the 
endowed professorship. 

After seven years of cooperation with the CBS International Business School, 
we can affirm, from the point of view of Dr. Juergen Meyer Foundation, that 
this goal and our expectations of it have not only been met, but even surpas-
sed. With the founding of CASM, the Center for Advanced Sustainable Ma-
nagement in summer 2016, another successful step was taken to significantly 
improve the networking, transfer of knowledge, and research on ethical and 
sustainable business issues. We would like to address a special thanks to the two 
previous chair holders, Prof. Dr. Matthias Fifka and Prof. Dr. René Schmidpe-
ter, the CASM team with Patrick Bungard and Monika Kolb, and also to the 
chair of the CBS International Business School Prof. Dr. Lisa Fröhlich. 
January 2018

DR� JUERGEN MEYER FOUNDATION
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CASM
MAKING SUSTAINABILITY THE NEW NORMAL…� 
For a long time, CSR and Sustainable Management have been only side issues 
or add-on topics in the field of business administration and management. Sus-
tainability was considered somehow important but seemed to never really reach 
the core of management. Businesses have mainly followed a defensive approach 
directed to Compliance and Sponsoring. However, we were always convinced, 
that with time will come change: Global issues such as climate change or limited 
resources as well as mega trends such as digitalization are leading to substantial 
transformation of markets and disruption of classical business models. What 
started as a simple idea at the beginning turns out to be a new vision of manage-
ment. Making sustainable management the new normal has driven us as a team. 
It will also lead us to a new world of management, which sees no contradiction 
between making profit and having positive impacts on society. Together with 
innovative business leaders, young professionals and our students we contribu-
ted to redefining business administration and management in a way to provide 
new solutions for major pressing global challenges. 

We want to say thank you to all our partners and friends for the mutual support 
and inspiration we have experienced during the last two years. Especially to Dr. 
Jürgen Meyer Foundation for supporting us, and the many inspiring talks with 
Rüdiger Winkler. To all our colleagues at CBS, to all our local and national 
supporters as well as our many international friends. Finally, yet importantly, 
to the entire team for making things happen! CASM successfully met its goals 
because of the engagement, effort and dedication of the entire team. 

We had many good days and hours together! We hope this booklet gives you 
an overview of what we have achieved over the last two years. Let`s change the 
future together! 

Thanks to all of you! 

PATRICK BUNGARD
Director
Center for Advanced Sustainable 
Management

RENE SCHMIDPETER
Director
Center for Advanced Sustainable 
Management



INSTITUTIONAL 
OVERVIEW
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FIELDS OF ACTION & RESEARCH FOCUS

TEACHING RESEARCH PUBLICATIONS
KNOWLEDGE  

TRANSFER & PRACTICAL 
COOPERATIONS

Corporate Social Responsibility as 
Management Approach

Sustainable Sports Management: 
empower sports clubs, and 

associations

CSR as a key ingredient to 
maintain economic growth in 

BRICS

Sustainable Entrepreneurship: 
How to create social and business 

value

Sustainable Business Models, 
Materiality Analysis, and CSR 

Management Tools/KPIs

Sustainable Management 
Education: Generate a future-

oriented mindset 

•  Development of 
curriculums and 
implementation of 
lectures  

•  Organisation of 
professional and 
guest contributions 
by experts from the 
business

•  Supervision of 
Bachelor and Master 
Theses

•  Implementation of  
Research projects

•  Supervision of Ph.D. 
students within the 
Graduate School 
of Sustainable 
Management

•  Conferences

•  Serial publisher of 
educational books 
and book series

•  Journal of CSR
•  Cooperations with 

specialised journals
•  Journal articles

•  Support of business 
enterprises in the 
development of CSR- 
strategies 

•  Creation and 
development of 
CSR- instruments 
in cooperation with 
business enterprises

SUPPORTER & TEAM
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VISION AND UNDERSTANDING OF SUSTAINABILITY 

VISION

„ To foster the full integration of sustainability into business management and to provide a future-
oriented management education for current and future leaders.”

MISSION
The aim of the Dr. Juergen Meyer Chair is to make corporate social responsibility and sustainable management an integ-
ral part of business research and management education. Already during their studies, we want to give future leaders the-
oretical and practical expertise in this increasingly important topic. Therefore, the department aims to advance the fields 
of corporate social responsibility, International Economic and Business Ethics, Sustainability and Social Innovation. 
These concepts are firmly anchored in the study programs and various business divisions of CBS International Business 
School. With this approach CASM plays a pioneering role in the German educational system.  

SUSTAINABLE MANAGEMENT AS THE NEW NORMAL!

Envisions business management 
as a business solution for global 

challenges 

Encourages an alternative  
management perspective 

Empowers relevant competencies 
through open spaces and  

opportunities
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SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS AT CBS

The question that we have to ask ourselves as a business school is how can we achieve these relevant, varying and 
challenging goals? In a quest to integrate sustainable management into education, business schools like CBS are requested 
to perform a systematic and holist approach. CBS is a pioneer in the field of sustainable management, which is also 
recognised by the PRME Champion status gained in 2016. An overview of the CBS approach to contribute to the 
Sustainable Development illustrates our commitment.

CASM – RESPONSIBILITY FOR 
SUSTAINABLE MANAGEMENT

One of the main achievement of CBS 
and CASM is to implement Sustain-
able Management as a integral part 
of the new curriculums on Bachelor, 
Master and MBA level. CSR concepts 
are embedded within business topics, 
which take into account that sustain-
ability is not a stand-alone function 
in management. This relationship can 
ultimately enable a practice of critique 
on the common understanding of ma-
nagement models as new perspectives 
are added into conventional business 

courses. Approaching complex global 
issues from different business angles 
lays the groundwork for a more holi-
stic and interdisciplinary view of ma-
nagement. In this light the paradigm 
of sustainable management serves as 
a cross-divisional function that in-
fluences all relevant lectures and can 
help to overcome the dominance of 
subject-specific teaching and enable 
a connection across different functio-
nal areas. However, only  stand-alone 
CSR courses offer focused attention 

on CSR through which students can 
explore sustainability knowledge and 
concepts in detail. At CBS, the speci-
fic ‘Corporate Social Responsibility’ 
course is a mandatory course for all 
students. The courses also aim to im-
prove critical thinking and systemic 
understanding skills. The figure be-
neath can be used to summarize the 
results of the major activities outlined 
in Chapter 4 & 5. 

Source: Kolb, Froehlich & Schmidpeter 2016

IMPLEMENTING KNOWLEDGE TRANSFERING KNOWLEDGE CREATING KNOWLEDGE

RESPONSIBILITY (CASM)

•  CSR as integral part of new 
curriculum

•  Integradted business projects
•  Capstone courses
•  Online CSR certificate
•  Case study competition

•  Chamber of Commerce
•  Executive Masterclass
•  Ethics and Sustainability Award
•  Graduate School
•  Art Based Creative Management
•  Innovation forum

•  Research cluster activities
•  International academic network
•  CSR Book series (E/D)
•  International Journal of CSR

Member: PRME, CEEMAN, ABIS, Ökoprofit, CBS Sustainable University

CASM BRINGS RESPONSIBILITY INTO ACTION:

17
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MILESTONES

2016
Start project CBS 

Sustainable University

Start guest speakers forum: 
Executive Masterclass 

Sustainable Management 
(6 p.a.)

Established partnership 
with local chambers 
of commerce offering 
sustainable business 
workshops (4 p.a.)

First Sustainable University 
Day at CBS 2016

Eco-Profit certification 
achieved

First International Summer 
School „Sustainable 

Management” in Cologne 
2016

3rd International CSR 
Conference in Cologne

Launch of International 
Journal of CSR at Springer 

Publisher
CASM establishedPRME Champion 

University

Partnership with 
international academic 
institutions especially in 

raising economies (China, 
Brazil, India, Russia, Iran) 
and businesses in Germany

1.000 people and 
institutions signed up for 

our newsletter

2017
Move into a new office 

building
CSR Student team founded 2nd Sustainable University 

Day 

Awarded economic talent 
chair 2017 in Germany

2018
Sustainability Week at CBS  

& Sustainable Fashion 
Days

2016-2017 CASM Report 
published 

Establishment of CASM 
Social Media Channels

2nd International Summer 
School in Brazil

5th Responsible Manage-
ment Education Research 
Conference in Cologne & 
8th International Confe-

rence on Sustainability and 
Responsibility (ICSR) in 

Cologne 

Sustainable Management 
Specialization for 

Master's Program General 
Management at CBS

Erasmus+ ISSUE project 
Kick-off

2019
CASM becomes partner of 

ESSSR

50 books of the German 
Springer CSR Management 

series published 

Start of Ecoprofit 
Cologne 2019/20 

CASM & CBS delegation 
visits GUC (Egypt) 

for joint Responsible 
Management Symposium

CASM joins NBS SCC

Erasmus+ EFFORT 
Project Kick-off

CASM joins AIB 
Sustainability Shared 

Interest Group

Sustainability Days 
2019

1st „Dialogue across 
Borders” 

Online Symposium with 
INTI (Malaysia)

CASM becomes host 
in the Climate-KIC 

Pioneers into Practice 
Program
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NETWORK & BUSINESS PARTNERS

The Directors and team of CASM have a broad network of business and academic partners from all over the world and 
is a member of various networks in the field of sustainability and business. The collaboration with international partners 
enables us to transfer knowledge and accomplish our vision and objectives in the future as effectively as possible. Our 
partners and networks include: 

• Academy of Business in Society (ABIS)
• Alexander von Humboldt Foundation
• B.A.U.M. e.V.
• Catholic University of Eichstaett-Ingolstadt
• CEEMAN
•  Centre for Responsible Citizenship and Sustainability at 

Murdoch University
• Club of Rome European Support Center
• CSR Africa
• CSR Dialogforum
• Donau Universität Krems
• Dr. Jürgen Meyer Foundation
• ÖKOPROFIT (Ecoprofit) Cologne
• Eccos22
• EDUI (global) and EDUA (Taiwan)
• European Business Ethics Network 
•  European School of Sustainability Science and Research 

(ESSSR)
• F.A.Z. Institute
• Future Today
• German Business Ethics Network
• German CSR Forum
• Global Corporate Governance Institute
•  International Accreditation Council for Business 

Education (IACBE)
•  IEDC Bled School of Management 
• IHK Cologne 
• IHK Munich
• IHK Nuremberg 
• Japan Forum of Business and Society (JFBS)
• Metropolitan University London
• M3trix GmbH
•  National Institute for Innovation Management at 

Zhejiang University
• Network for Business Sustainability (NBS)
•  Principles for Responsible Management Education 

(PRME and PRME Dach)
•  Green Center at the HSBC Business School of Peking 

University
• University of Stellenbosch Business School
• Springer Gabler Publishing 
• Sustainable Advancements India       
• Volkswagen AG
• Waseda University• WEISS Institute

• Weltethos Institute
•  Wittenberg Center for Global 

Ethics (WCGE)
•  World Institute for Sustainability 

and Ethics in Rising Economies 
(WISE)



TEAM & SUPPORT
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TEAM MEMBERS AND SUPPORT

Our Team comes from different academic and professional backgrounds and are supported by international guest 
lecturers and researchers. By bringing together scholars from various academic disciplines as well as business leaders, we 
are able to foster knowledge transfer and intellectual discourse amongst stakeholders.

POSITION 
Director – Center for Advanced Sustainable Management (CASM), Dr. Juergen 
Meyer Endowed Chair for International Business Ethics

CURRICULUM VITAE
René Schmidpeter holds the Dr. Juergen Meyer Endowed Chair of International 
Business Ethics and Corporate Social Responsibility at CBS International Bu-
siness School, Germany. He is also a guest professor at the Nanjing University 
of Finance and Economics and an Adjunct Professor at Murdoch University in 
Perth, Australia and Honorary Professor at London Metroplitan University. He 
is also a series editor for Springer’s CSR, Sustainability, Ethics and Governance 
books, a section editor of the Encyclopedia of Corporate Social Responsibili-
ty (ECSR) and an editor of the Dictionary of Corporate Social Responsibility 
(DCSR) as well as editor-in-chief of the International Journal of CSR (Springer). 
He also is also the editor of the German Management series CSR as well as the 
Research series “Sustainable Management, Wertschöpfung und Effizienz”.

PROF� DR� RENÉ SCHMIDPETER
E-Mail: r.schmidpeter@cbs.de

„CSR is more than mere ethics. It is an innovative management approach. And we 
as CASM believe that it is not enough to provide future generations with the same 
opportunities; instead we want to create more opportunities for present and future 
generations!”

POSITION 
Director – Center for Advanced Sustainable Management (CASM), Lecturer 
Sustainable Management, Corporate Social Responsibility, and Social Entre-
preneurship 

CURRICULUM VITAE
Patrick Bungard is a director of the Center for Advanced Sustainable Manage-
ment (CASM) at the CBS International Business School. He is also a lecturer for 
Business Ethics, Sustainable Business Models, Sustainable Management, Cor-
porate Social Responsibility and Social Entrepreneurship. Additionally, he has 
considerable professional experience in the management consulting field, parti-
cularly in the areas of Corporate Social Responsibility and the nonprofit sector. 
Patrick Bungard is the CEO and founder of M3TRIX GmbH, a consulting 
firm, which focuses on supporting companies on their professional sustainable 
management journey.

PATRICK BUNGARD
E-Mail: p.bungard@cbs.de

„Sustainable Management and CSR contain a multitude of potentials and levers to 
create both, value for society and value for businesses. By educating future business 
leaders, conducting scientific research and bringing together inspiring people, at 
CASM we are aiming to contribute to establish “Sustainable Management and CSR” 
as a mainstream  business discipline.”
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POSITION 
Project Manager / Conference Manager 

CURRICULUM VITAE
Monika Kolb is a conference coordinator and researcher at the Center for Ad-
vanced sustainable management (CASM) at CBS. She is a Ph.D. candidate at 
the IEDC School of Management in Bled, Slovenia. Her research focus includes 
responsible leadership development, and innovative teaching methods. Since 
2014, she has organized various projects that seek to empower tomorrow’s 
game changers. She is actively involved in academic networks like PRME and 
CEEMAN to promote responsible management. Additionally, she has several 
years of professional experience in the consumer goods industry and is a certi-
fied trainer and coach.

MONIKA KOLB
E-Mail: m.kolb@cbs.de

„ The concept of sustainable management education requires business schools as 
key educators for the next generation of decision makers to provide them with 
sustainable management education. Approaches that enable a new workforce 
capable of dealing with complexity, situations of uncertainty, vaguely defined 
norms, values, interests and construction of reality that are conflicting or at least 
divergent to transform business and societies might be the most essential resource for 
successful companies. Thus, our objective is to further promote this transformation 
and share the experience to demonstrate that sustainability can be articulated and 
come into action.” 

POSITION 
Project Manager 

CURRICULUM VITAE
Marina Schmitz is a project manager, research associate and lecturer at the 
Center for Advanced Sustainable Management at CBS. Additionally, she is the 
Scientific Director of M3trix GmbH, a consulting firm with a focus on sustain-
ability. She studied Business Administration and Sinology at Trier University 
and is currently pursuing her PhD in Human Resources Management and Asian 
Business at the University of Goettingen in Germany. She spent a year abroad at 
Wuhan University during her undergraduate studies and six months as a Ph.D. 
exchange student at Nanjing University in China. Her PhD thesis is concerned 
with the voluntary labor turnover of blue collar workers in China.

MARINA SCHMITZ
E-Mail: m.schmitz@cbs.de

„ Corporate Social Responsibility has not only become a hot topic in developed 
countries, but could be a “key ingredient” especially for countries trying to maintain 
economic growth, such as China, India or other BRICS countries. In Asia, CSR 
and engagement in sustainability activities are mostly driven by the government, 
but are also increasingly demanded by the population who criticize most of the 
existing initiatives as window-dressing once pollution, food poisoning, and other 
scandals become public. Therefore, a long-term strategy is necessary which involves 
companies and changes people’s minds. Thus, CASM addresses questions, such as: 
How is CSR in Asia different and what can we learn from each other? Is fast growth 
and sustainability a contradiction?“ 
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POSITION 
Project Manager 

CURRICULUM VITAE
Silvia Damme is a passionate advocate for sustainability as the new normal. She 
completed her Master’s in “International Business and Sustainability” at the 
University of Hamburg and holds a Bachelor’s degree in “Culture & Business 
Studies” from Mannheim University. She is dedicated to connecwt sustaina-
bility change makers from academia, business and society and has profound 
experience in the design and organization of large-scale events, conferences and 
dialogue formats in the area of sustainable business as well as climate action. 
As project manager and research associate her work and research at CASM 
focus mainly on sustainable management and innovative pedagogy in the field 
of sustainability education, where she is currently involved in various inter-
national research projects. She hosts lectures and workshops in Sustainable 
Management, Qualitative Research Methods and Intercultural Management at 
CBS International Business School. Silvia further holds professional experience 
in sustainability consulting, communications and the implementation of orga-
nizational change processes.

SILVIA DAMME
E-Mail: s.damme@cbs.de

„ All of us - as individuals, professionals, members of our communities and global 
citizens - have a collective responsibility towards our planet and the society we 
live in. Sustainability and CSR cannot be ‘nice-to-haves’ any longer but need to 
be integrated in all our actions and directed towards long-term systemic change. 
Through our (net)work at CASM we aim to foster a mindset in current and future 
leaders that will empower them to make sustainable and responsible decisions in all 
areas of their lives”

POSITION 
Research Assistant  

CURRICULUM VITAE
Viola Nyssen has worked for the Center for Advanced Sustainable Manage-
ment (CASM) as a research assistant since September 2017. Besides supporting 
the organization of the CSR Conference, she is responsible for organizing com-
pany presentations and events at the CBS International Business School and at 
the chamber of commerce in Cologne. She is also the head of the CSR Student 
Team at CBS. She received the Ethics and Sustainability Award in 2017 for her 
work in that role. She completed her Bachelor’s in General Management – Sup-
ply Chain Management, and is currently completing her Master’s in Internatio-
nal Business – Financial Management at CBS.

VIOLA ISABEL NYSSEN GUILLÉN
E-Mail: v.nyssen@cbs.de

„ You may never know what results come of your action, but if you do nothing there 
will be no result.‘ - Mahatma Gandhi. What I appreciate at CASM is that everyone 
gets empowered to take action in order to create a world, we and future generations 
will be happy to live in.“
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POSITION 
Research Assistant 

CURRICULUM VITAE
Helen Cramer is a Master’s student of International Business – Marketing Ma-
nagement at the CBS International Business School who is an active member 
of the CSR Student Team at CBS. Before attending CBS, she completed her 
Bachelor’s in Political Science and Economics at the University of Muenster. She 
has experience in the political and public policy sector, as well as event planning 
and research. Currently, she supports the CASM Team with the organization of 
the 8th International Conference on Sustainability and Responsibility – where 
she is responsible for participant management.

HELEN CRAMER
E-Mail: h.cramer@cbs.de 

„ We are not asking corporations to do something different from their normal 
business; we are asking them to do their normal business differently.’ – Kofi Annan. 
This is exactly what CASM is trying to achieve and I think we have come to the 
point where it is indispensable to contend such an approach and to lead the business 
world in this direction.”

POSITION 
Research Assistant 

CURRICULUM VITAE
Christophe Funk is a Luxemburgish Master’s student of Business Psychology at 
the CBS International Business School. Before attending the CBS, he completed 
his Bachelor in Tourism and Travel Management at the University of Applied 
Sciences in Worms. He has experience in the tourism sector with a specializ-
ation in destination and transportation management and furthermore gained 
experience in project and innovation management. Additionally, he had the 
opportunity to increase his experience at one of the leading companies for au-
tonomous driving and electromobility in the bus sector. Currently, he supports 
the CASM Team in the national and international project management.

CHRISTOPHE FUNK
E-Mail: c.funk@cbs.de 

„ Words and ideas can change the world‘ – Robin Williams. And that‘s exactly what 
CASM stands for. You get the opportunity to realize your own ideas and also to 
find support as well as broaden the perspective and view CSR as the new „normal“ 
in the economy. Don‘t take the change as a risk, but as a chance to make the world 
a bit better.”
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VAISHALI BAID
Guest Researcher
Position:  German Chancellor-Fellow 

(Bundeskanzler-Stipendiatin), 
Alexander von Humboldt 
Foundation

E-Mail:  vaishali.baid87@gmail.com

DR� MARTIN BRÜCKNER
Institution: Visiting Scholar, Murdoch University
E-Mail: M.Brueckner@murdoch.edu.au 

In February 2018, CBS hosted Dr Martin Brueckner from the Centre for Responsible Citizenship 
and Sustainability (CRCS) at the Murdoch University in Perth, Western Australia. His two-week 
visit served the purpose of building on a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) signed at the 2016 
Cologne conference to foster collaboration between CASM and the CRCS in the areas of research, 
student and staff exchange. Central themes of the proposed collaboration are the development of a 
shared double Bachelor degree and a joint Master degree with strong corporate social responsibility 
(CSR) and sustainability foci as well as summer school programs. In terms of research, a new CSR 
study is envisaged to gauge the impact of business schools on students’ value orientation throughout 
their degree and its lasting effect in working life. Also, joint research in the areas of social enterprise 
development and social license to operate are currently underway

Vaishali Baid is - as a current German Chancellor-Fellow 
- working on her project on Sustainable Procurement. 
Prior to that, she has worked with various multi-national 
companies in the field of Procurement and has 8+ years of 
work experience. She is trained in Business Administration 
and holds an engineering degree in Biotechnology. 

As a part of her current project, she founded the 
“SustainAbility” podcast. The program aims to be an 
access point for various topics of the Sustainable Supply 
Chain field and sheds light on best practices, ideas, 
challenges and stories in conversation with innovative 
pioneers, change makers, young leaders, social workers, 
academics and industry thought leaders. 

The Alexander von Humboldt Foundation’s support 
also includes a language scholarship, which Vaishali 
Baid used for an intensive German course in Bonn 
from July to September 2018. The researcher was very 
honoured by the Foundation’s multi-stage funding: “The 
German Chancellor’s Fellowship is a great opportunity 
for me to work in an international team on my current 
research topic of great international importance. I am 
grateful that the Alexander von Humboldt Foundation 
and the CBS International Business School have given 
me this opportunity, and I am already looking forward 
to the intensive exchange with the Cologne professors, 
researchers and experts.”

In fall 2019, CASM joined the Climate KIC “Pioneers into 
Practice” program as a host organization. Over the course 
of two months, we had the pleasure of welcoming three 
young professionals from Ghana, Croatia and Portugal 
at our center to support our current projects, learn from 
each other and exchange knowledge and experience. On 
October 22nd, our pioneers Jackie and Carolina took over 

the classroom for an interesting and interactive lecture on 
the SDGs in the context of corporate sustainability which 
they had developed as part of their placement with us. In 
groups, students explored the role of different SDGs in a 
specific corporate context and to developed strategies for a 
more sustainable corporate development.  

Petra MihalicCarolina Mendonça Jacquelyn Makumator-Jones

CASM INTERNS 2019

CLIMATE-KIC PIONEERS INTO PRACTICE 2019

• Luke Bailey
• Eloisa Goés
• Rachel Hall
• Olivia Teigland
• Elena Boytsheva

• Sophie Coppee
• Katharina Michel
• Vivian Gerwig
• Constanze Röger

Cevher Samil Esen

CONFERENCE INTERNS 2019
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ANIKA STÜRENBERG-
HERRERA
Project Manager
2016-2017

ADELINE GRAFE
Intern
2017

JULIA ZAFT
Research Assistant
2013-2014

RODRIGO MELLO
Manager of Summer 
Schools
2017-2018

MATTHIAS MUEHLEN
Project Manager
2016-2017

BONNIE LEWTAS
Research Assistant
2014 – 2015

MEENAL JINDAL
Intern
2017

LEVENT SARAN
Research Assistant
2017

MARY ANNE OUMA
Research Assistant
2015 – 2016

ALUMNI

TEACHING
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CBS INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS SCHOOL

CBS International Business School is an internationally 
orientated, state-recognised university of applied sciences 
and counts as one of Germany‘s top Business Schools. The 
CBS International Business School provides the best qua-
lity available. In addition to being officially recognized by 
the responsible state ministry as well as being an accredi-
ted institution by the „Wissenschaftsrat“ (German Science 
and Humanities Council), the CBS study programs are also 
checked regularly by the tri-national accreditation agency, 
FIBAA (Foundation for International Business Administra-
tion Accreditation) as regards content, topicality and aca-
demic feasibility. On behalf of the „Akkreditierungssrates 
der Bundesrepublik“ (German Accreditation Council), the 
FIBAA examines all degree programs, thus ensuring quali-
ty in higher education.

CBS International Business School‘s mission statement is 
to design the study organisation and contents of the de-
gree courses in accordance with the students‘ employabi-
lity. International lecturers and rigid organisation enable 
efficient, forwardlooking studying. Small study groups and 
intense student support by the professors are the hallmark 
of the learning atmosphere at CBS. A network of partner 
universities in several countries and intense contacts to the 
economy already provide the opportunity of gaining inter-
national study and work experience during studies. This 
helps you to lay a solid foundation for a successful career, 
providing you with the ideal prerequisites for rapid access 
to interesting companies.
 

As well as communicating application-related 
knowledge, we therefore support your professi-
onal and social skills to the same extent as your 
societal and cultural sensitivity and your coura-
ge to provide fact-based, well-substantiated opi-
nions. You learn to process all personal, busi-
ness and societal tasks creatively, independently 
and successfully, using the analytical competen-
ce you have gained. You acquire the important 
capabilities and knowledge, which shape your 
professional career in management and are ca-
pable of handling it efficiently and therefore suc-
cessfully and responsibly. Students can achieve 
the internationally recognised Bachelor of Arts 
respectively Master of Arts. The latter also qua-
lifies for a doctorate.

The topic of Corporate Social Responsibility 
is an integral part of research and teaching at 
CBS. Thus, the Dr. Juergen Meyer Foundation 

Chair plays an important and pioneering posi-
tion in all areas of the university. Social, ecolo-
gical and economic responsibility is the basis of 
CBS’s holistic approach to establish excellence 
in the three areas of education, innovation and 
research. CBS sees itself as a business school for 
upper and middle management. Therefore the 
development of practical competence is in focus. 
On technical, social and intercultural levels, the 
university strives to enable students to develop 
and apply practical strategies to the constantly 
changing challenges of modern day society.

In 2016 an article about CBS was published in 
the ÖKOPROFIT (Ecoprofit) Journal of the city 
of Cologne which emphasized the effort of the 
university towards the establishment of sustain-
able management education. 
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DR. JUERGEN MEYER FOUNDATION

Since 2011, the Dr. Juergen Meyer Foundation has supported the CBS 
International Business School with the Endowed Chair for International 
Business Ethics and CSR.

The foundation focuses on scientific research and teaching in the field of 
business ethics, paying special attention to middle management through: 
•  Endowed professorships and subsidies to institutions for academic projects 

(especially higher education);
• in Awarding scholarships for Master, PhD and post-doctorate positions 
• Supporting socially relevant education and training projects
•  Implementing management concepts that correspond to the foundation’s 

purpose into corporate life.

In 1998, Dr. Juergen Meyer fulfilled a life-long dream with the acquisition of 
Ernst Marks GmbH Co. KG. After numerous years of being a successful, yet, 
employed manager, the acquisition allowed him to independently implement 
his corporate ideas. The company is based in Muelheim (Ruhr), and under the 
brand “marks-3zet”, the company became the inventor and world leader in 
calibrated underlay sheets. Amongst other products, the company offers self-
adhesive underlay foils in different color schemes and was the first in Europe to 
promote waterless offset printing. Unfortunately, bad health limited Dr. Juergen 
Meyer’s ability to pursue his ideas and witness their successful implementation. 
Due to the fact that he had no successor in place and his deteriorating health, 
he decided, in 2004, to incorporate his group of companies into the Dr. Juergen 
Meyer Foundation.

The Dr. Juergen Meyer Chair is particularly committed to the integration of 
business ethics and sustainability as a core component in the training of future 
leaders.

TEACHING APPROACH CASM

In our understanding, students are the source 
of innovation and solutions to the complex 
economic problems of our time. Thus, lecturers 
serve as the facilitators of transformation 
providing students with the intellectual 
framework to implement a sustainable and 
responsible management approach in the future.

Changing industries (banks, automobile, ener-
gy), societal tensions, and global instability are 
some of the eclectic problems of our time that 
call for flexible thinking and diverse yet syste-
mic approaches. In our view, sustainable ma-
nagement acts as an interdisciplinary platform 
to tackle these complex economic challenges. 
The sustainable management approach can, and 
should, be utilized by corporate decision-makers 
to initiate, and maximize, societal and economic 
transformation.  
Our objective is to give students space to re-
think and re-shape society and economy across 
the boundaries of established patterns of tra-
ditional academic thinking. CASM considers 
teachers to be facilitators whose purpose is to 
provide students with a fundamental grasp of 
the multi-faceted topic of sustainability and to 
clarify that corporate success and sustainable 
actions need to be realigned rather than seen 
as opposed to sustainability. Students should 
be empowered to develop their own point of 

view, in particular the stark differences between 
conventional and new management approaches 
as well as the connection between different ma-
nagement disciplines. 
We want to enable students to identify challen-
ges and opportunities of sustainable manage-
ment and want to inspire them to develop inno-
vative business models that are both sustainable 
and profitable. 
Within the scope of our lectures, CASM links 
academic excellence with managerial know-how 
and combines new results of CSR and sustain-
ability research with established management 
tools. It is essential to understand that there is 
not one explanation for the phenomenon of sus-
tainability, but rather that the topic, in and of 
itself, is a dynamic discussion that needs to be 
shaped and driven. We offer a platform for this 
discussion in which students, academics and bu-
siness professionals are welcome to participate 
and contribute.  

[Kolb/Bungard (2018) Nachhaltiges Manage-
ment lehren und lehren. In Raueiser/Kolb CSR 
und Hochschulmanagement im Springer Verlag]

„ A trademark of good education is the desire that you 
want to learn more when you‘re done”
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ALL COURSES TAUGHT AT CBS BY CASM LECTURERS

SUMMER TERM 2018
• Corporate Social Responsibility (MA)
• Business Project with Volkswagen (MA)
• Business and Society (BA)

WINTER TERM 2018
• Corporate Social Responsibility (MA)
• Stakeholder Management (BA)
• Social Entrepreneurship (MA)
• Intercultural Management (BA)

SUMMER TERM 2019
• Corporate Social Responsibility (MA)
•  Responsible Human Resource Management and 

Leadership (MA)
• Business Project with REWE (MA)
• Business and Society (BA)

WINTER TERM 2019
• Corporate Social Responsibility (MA)
• Economic Development in East Asia (BA)
• Doing Business in East Asia (BA)
• Intercultural Management (BA)
• Methods Workshop: Case Study Design (MA)

SUPERVISED BACHELOR & MASTER THESES

MASTER 2018
•  Die Herausforderungen der Circular Economy im Stakeholdermanagement 
• Importance of Intercultural Competence for Organizational Effectiveness 
•  Learning from Born-Sustainables: Investing Criteria of Organizational Change for the 

Implementation of Circular Economy Practices within Fashion Companies 
•  How to Integrate CSR into Every Strategic Decision 
•  Nachhaltigkeitsinitiativen im deutschen Lebensmitteleinzelhandel – Auswirkungen von internen 

und externen Maßnahmen am Beispiel der REWE Group 
•  Socially and Environmentally Conscious FMCG Brands in Digital Shopping in Germany – Market 

Potential or Elusive Hype? 
•  Neue Geschäftsmodelle der Automobilhersteller in Smart Cities – Erfolgsfaktoren für den Wandel 

vom Automobilhersteller zum Mobilitätsanbieter 
•  Erfolgreiche Implementierung von CSR-Strategien im Kerngeschäft bei bestehenden KMUs in der 

Möbelbranche am Beispiel der Radius GmbH 
• An Analysis of the Concept and Implementation of Shared Value 
•  Sustainable Supply Chain Management of IT System Houses: A Study on Customer Purchasing 

Behavior Regarding Sustainable IT Practices 
•  „Markteintrittkonzeptionen unter der Zuhilfenahme des Shared-Value-Ansatzes in Emerging 

Markets: Das Fallbeispiel Chile“ 
•  „Food Waste in the Food Service Sector --- Reducing Food Waste through Shared Value and 

Digitalization” 
• „Establishing Dual Vocational Education in India“ 

BACHELOR 2018
•  The Impact of Sustainability on the purchasing decision in the Automotive Industry (Supervisor: 

Patrick Bungard)
•  Shared Value in empowering women in farming - Research & practices based on Bayer CropScience's 

Gender Smart Project (Supervisor: Patrick Bungard)
•  Automated CSR report creation through the use of blockchain technology-based cryptocurrencies. 

(Supervisor: Patrick Bungard)
•  Sustainable marketing in multinational organisations and generation Y (Supervisor: Patrick 

Bungard)
•  Hemp as a sustainable raw material for the fashion industry (Supervisor: Patrick Bungard)
• Sustainability in the Sharing Economy (Supervisor: Patrick Bungard)
• Sustainable tourism development (Supervisor: René Schmidpeter)
•  To what extent are companies able to facilitate local cluster development by following shared value 

creation principles? (Supervisor: Patrick Bungard)
•  The Impact of Corporate Social Responsibility on Company Brand Image: An Empirical View 

from German Firms (Supervisor: Patrick Bungard)
•  CSR in B2C: The potentials of green marketing as an instrument to improve a company's 

reputation. (Supervisor: Patrick Bungard)
•  How social enterprises create economic success while creating shared value. (Supervisor: Patrick 

Bungard)
•  CSR: What are the Elements of Responsible Leadership in a business environment? (Supervisor: 

Monika Kolb)

SUSTAINABLE MANAGEMENT (NACHHALTIGES MANAGEMENT) SPECIALIZATION 
FOR MASTER‘S PROGRAM GENERAL MANAGEMENT

As of 2019, CBS offers a new specialization - sustainable management. Students who choose to specialize in sustainable 
management learn to scrutinize and challenge current business processes in order to implement strategies that are sustain-
able and generate value for society without neglecting business value. Social Entrepreneurship, Innovation Management, 
and ethical leadership is part of the new curriculum, chaired by CBS professor Anja Karlshaus. CASM was closely invol-
ved in the conceptionalization of the new curriculum and CASM Directors Patrick Bungard and René Schmidpeter teach 
courses on sustainable management and CSR. 
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• Corporate Social Responsibility in Startups (Supervisor: Marina Schmitz)
•  Sustainability in the food industry - Why do food companies offer sustainably produced food? 

(Supervisor: Marina Schmitz)
•  The Importance of Corporate Ethical Values - What is the effect of corporate ethical values 

on employees' ethical behaviour, job satisfaction and organisational citizenship behaviour? 
(Supervisor: Marina Schmitz)

•  Gender Inclusivity in the Make-up Industry and its Influence on Purchasing Behaviour (Supervisor: 
Marina Schmitz)

•  Eco-Sustainability: A new business opportunity or the end of the end of the plastics industry? 
(Supervisor: Marina Schmitz)

•  Analysing the Socio-economic impact of technology-based service company in Indonesia: Case of 
Go-jek in Indonesia (Supervisor: Marina Schmitz)

•  The plastic bank - raising awareness and grabbing the problem at its roots? (Supervisor: Marina 
Schmitz)

•  Leadership and organizational transformation and the impact of generational differences - the 
example of Robert Bosch GmbH (Supervisor: Marina Schmitz)

•  Freemium Model in videogames: Are microtransactions really as bad as they seem? (Supervisor: 
Marina Schmitz)

•  Sustainability and Management (Supervisor: René Schmidpeter)
•  Green Marketing - Vermarktungsstrategie für die Lebensmittelbranche am Beispiel von Rewe - 

Implikationen & Handlungsempfehlungen (Supervisor: Patrick Bungard)

BACHELOR 2019 MASTER 2019
•  Times of Change - A market research for sustainable toothpaste and the resulting business as well 

as social opportunities (Supervisor: René Schmidpeter)
•  An analysis of consumers' and companies' perception and success towards CSR-related activities 

(Supervisor: Marina Schmitz)
•  CSR-Kommunikation (Cause-Related Marketing) – Die Konsumentenwahrnehmung und die 

Wirkung auf das Image und die Reputation eines Unternehmens (Supervisor: Marina Schmitz)
•  Applying the East Asian Development Model to Sustainable Development: New Implications for 

Achieving the SDGs in China. (Supervisor: René Schmidpeter)
•  Artificial Intelligence & CSR - The Potential of AI as a tool to optimize materiality analyses 

(Supervisor: Patrick Bungard)
•  Making sustainability profitable - development of a detailed CSR action plan for a German 

medium-sized company (Supervisor: René Schmidpeter)
•  Sustainability and buying behavior – a case study of students and producers in New Zealand 

(Supervisor: Marina Schmitz)
•  Erfolgsfaktoren von Content Marketing bei Social Enterprises in Deutschland – Eine qualitative 

Inhaltsanalyse unternehmerischer Blogs erfolgreicher deutscher Social Enterprises (Supervisor: 
Marina Schmitz)

•  Corporate scandals in times of social media – an empirical research of corporate scandals’ impact 
on customer relationships (Supervisor: René Schmidpeter)

•  Der Weg zur Entwicklung eines allumfassenden CSR-Index (Supervisor: Patrick Bungard)
•  Nachhaltige Kredite in Deutschland - Standortbestimmung und Handlungsempfehlungen auf 

dem Weg zu einer sozialeren, ökologischeren und ökonomischeren Wirtschaft durch nachhaltige 
Kreditpunkte (Supervisor: Marina Schmitz)

•  Are CSR activities of a company a sufficient strategy to increase employee engagement or does 
employee engagement increase the CSR activities of a company? (Supervisor: Patrick Bungard)

•  Sharing Economies and Digital Businesses - An Evaluation with respect to sustainability (Supervisor: 
René Schmidpeter)

•  The Sustainable Development Goals as a Strategic Framework to Foster Sustainable Management. 
A Comparative Qualitative Examination of Large Enterprises and Small and Medium Enterprises 
(Supervisor: Patrick Bungard)
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RESEARCH
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CASM RESEARCH PROPOSALS

In cooperation with business and academia, the members 
of the Center for Advanced Sustainable Management team 
aim to champion responsible and sustainable management 
as a fundamental part of business organizations in 
theory and practice. Most importantly, we are aiming to 
actively shape these transformation processes through the 
education of future managers. The main focus of our team 
is to make Corporate Social Responsibility and sustainable 
management an integral part of business-related research 
and management training.  

The research area “Sustainable Management” links basic 
scientific and applied research with current knowledge 
of CSR and sustainability with the relevant business 
management disciplines (e.g. marketing, value chain 
management, logistics, purchasing). Thus, through our 
research, we add new ideas and concepts to existing 
management approaches. In addition to our scientific 
research projects, our work is supported by a strong 
academic network as well as by one of the most successful 
German management book series in the field of CSR. 

4MAT „MARITIME TOURISM AND SUSTAINABILITY” 
Deadline: 30.05.2019 
Lead and partners: Partners in Croatia, Italy, Germany, 
Georgia, Poland as project lead 
Project duration: 01.10.2019 - 30.09.2021 

EUROPÄISCHEN FONDS FÜR REGIONALE 
ENTWICKLUNG (EFRE) 
TEILNAHME AM AUSWAHLVERFAHREN 
ZUR EINRICHTUNG EINES LANDESWEITEN 
ZENTRUMS FÜR WIRTSCHAFT UND (DIGITALE) 
VERANTWORTUNG IN NRW
Deadline: 15.07.2019
Lead and partners: UPJ and CASM

ACCEPTED APPLICATIONS
EU ERASMUS+ STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIPS 
2018 (COOPERATION FOR INNOVATION AND 
THE EXCHANGE OF GOOD PRACTICES: ISSUE - 
INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS FOR SUSTAINABILITY IN 
EDUCATION 
(2018-1-HU01-KA202-047730)) 
Deadline: 20.03.2018 
Lead and partners: Budapest Business School (Hungary) 
(Lead), BCSDH (Hungary), CBS International Business 
School (Germany), IEDC-Bled School of Management 
(Slovenia), CEEMAN (Slovenia), Leeds Beckett University 
(UK), LUT (Finland), INFODEF (Spain) Project duration: 
30 months (01.11.2018-30.04.2021)

DAAD-BMBF TRANSNATIONAL EDUCATION OF 
BINATIONAL HEIS PROJECT “GERMAN UNIVERSITY 
IN CAIRO (GUC): TOWARDS EXCELLENCE AND 
INTERNATIONAL VISIBILITY IN RESEARCH AND 
TEACHING” 
Deadline: May 2018 
Lead and partners: German University in Cairo (GUC) 
Project duration: Winter 2019-Spring 2020 

EU ERASMUS+ STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIPS 2019 
(COOPERATION FOR INNOVATION AND THE 
EXCHANGE OF GOOD PRACTICES: EFFORT - 
EFFECTIVENESS OF RESPONSIBILITY TEACHING 
(KA203-135267E4)) 
Deadline: 25.03.2019 
Lead and partners: HWR Berlin (Germany) (Lead), 
Budapest Business School (Hungary), Cologne Business 
School (Germany), LUT (Finland), UPV/EHU (Spain), 
University of Bari Aldo Moro (Italy) 
Project duration: 36 months (01.09.2019-31.08.2022)
 

REJECTED PROPOSALS
DAAD PARTNERSHIP WITH TSUKUBA (JAPAN)
Deadline: 02.07.2018 
Project duration: 2 years (2019-2020)EU COST (OC-
2018-2-23305 "Initiative for Sustainable and Responsible 
Innovation and 

ENTREPRENEURSHIP STRATEGIES")  
DEADLINE: 30�11�2018 
Lead and partners: UiT Norway and other EU-member 
institutions 
Project duration: 48 months (2018-2021) 
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Since November 2018, CBS is working on a transnational 
research project under the Erasmus+ program together 
with partners from Slovenia, Hungary, Spain, Finland and 
the UK.

The ISSUE project partnership works on developing various 
education tools based on principles and goals of sustainable 
development and adapting them for higher educational 
institutions. Higher education institutions should ensure 
that their governance, faculty, staff and students not only 
understand sustainability, but also have the capacity to act 

sustainably and promote sustainable practices. To reach 
this goal, ISSUE is developing innovative content and tools 
with modern pedagogical approaches.

In the development of an innovative summer school 
program, CBS will be working closely together with its 
project partners as well as incorporate students in the 
development process of the program. Next to educational 
tools, the project also incorporates fields of sustainable 
reporting practices and green office design.

Since November 2018, CBS is working on a transnational 
research project under the Erasmus+ program together 
with partners from Slovenia, Hungary, Spain, Finland and 
the UK.

The ISSUE project partnership works on developing various 
education tools based on principles and goals of sustainable 
development and adapting them for higher educational 
institutions. Higher education institutions should ensure 
that their governance, faculty, staff and students not only 
understand sustainability, but also have the capacity to act 

sustainably and promote sustainable practices. To reach 
this goal, ISSUE is developing innovative content and tools 
with modern pedagogical approaches.

In the development of an innovative summer school 
program, CBS will be working closely together with its 
project partners as well as incorporate students in the 
development process of the program. Next to educational 
tools, the project also incorporates fields of sustainable 
reporting practices and green office design.

RESEARCH
IO1 – Integrated Reporting Manual (LBU)
IO2 – Methodology Handbook and Cases (CEEMAN)

TRAINING MATERIAL DEVELOPMENT
IO3-IO6: Sustainability Toolbox – Interactive Solutions:
IO3 – 21-Day Challenge (LUT)
IO4 – Future Sustainability Manager Summer School 
Program (CBS)
IO5 – Green Office Concept for Universities (INFODEF)
IO6 – Sustainability “Escape Room” (BBS)

MULTIPLIER EVENTS AND DISSEMINATION MATERIAL
•  Pilot trainings of the sustainability toolbox in the partner 

countries
•  Summer school program in Hungary with the 

participation of students and trainers from all partners
•  Multiplier events – Workshops and conferences in 5 

countries (Hungary, Slovenia, the UK, Germany and 
Finland)

•  Dissemination materials – Project flyers, website (BCSDH

PROJECT OUTPUTS OF THE ISSUE PARTNERSHIP

INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS FOR SUSTAINABILITY IN EDUCATION (ISSUE)
• Budapest Business School (Hungary)
• Business Council for Sustainable Development Hungary (Hungary)
• CBS International Business School (Germany)
• CEEMAN - The International Association for Management 
• Development in Dynamic Societies (Slovenia)
• IEDC Bled School of Management (Slovenia)
•  INFODEF - Institute for the Promotion of Development and Training (Spain)
• Leeds Beckett University (United Kingdom)
• Lappeenranta Technical University (Finland)

ISSUE PROJECT PARTNERS

2018/2019 ISSUE TRANSNATIONAL PARTNER MEETINGS

RESEARCH PROJECTS
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We’re excited to announce CBS’s participation in the 
Erasmus+ ISSUE project. The transnational partnership 
will seek to provide innovative tools and solutions to 
higher education institutions on the topic of sustainability. 
In December 2018, CASM employees Marina Schmitz & 
Silvia Damme attended the project kick-off in Madrid, 
Spain to get to know the transnational partners, discuss 
project objectives in more detail and clarify procedures 
and working packages for the first phase of the project.

The main objective of the ISSUE (Innovative Solutions 
for Sustainability in Education) project is to develop 
innovative education tools based on principles and goals 
of sustainable development and adapt them for higher 
education institutions (HEIs). Therefore, the project 
partners will develop content and tools with modern 
pedagogical approaches, adapted to the different target 

groups of a university, on various fields of Sustainable 
Development. Project partners will furthermore pilot 
the outcomes of different working packages in their 
institutions in order to guarantee the practical applicability 
of tools and approaches. The CBS working package will 
focus on the development of an innovative summer school 
education program for future sustainability managers.

Budapest Business School – University of Applied Sciences, 
Hungary; Business Council for Sustainable Development 
in Hungary, Hungary; CBS – CBS International Business 
School, Germany; CEEMAN – The International 
Association for Management Development in Dynamic 
Societies, Slovenia; IEDC-Bled School of Management, 
Slovenia; INFODEF – Institute for the promotion of 
Development and Training, Spain; Lappeenranta University 
of Technology, Finland; Leeds Beckett University, UK. 

In May 2019, CASM director René Schmidpeter as well 
as project managers Marina Schmitz and Silvia Damme 
travelled to beautiful Bled, Slovenia, to attend the second 
Erasmus+ ISSUE (Innovative Solutions for Sustainability 
in Education) partner meeting. Our Slovenian partners 

of IEDC Bled School of Management and CEEMAN 
welcomed the CASM team for four intensive days of 
project updates and development, as well as for interesting 
training sessions on case study writing and Integrated 
Reporting.  

HWR Berlin,Germany 
(Lead)

Budapest Business School,Hungary CBS International Business School, 
Germany

LUT, Finland UPV/EHU, Spain University of Bari Aldo Moro, Italy

Shortly before Christmas, CASM colleagues Silvia Damme 
and Marina packed their winter gear and travelled to LUT 
Lappeenranta University of Technology in Finland for the 
3rd Transnational Partner Meeting of the Erasmus+ ISSUE 

project. The ISSUE team works on the development of 
innovative teaching formats for sustainability, as well as 
on other tools to promote sustainable practices in higher 
education institutions. 

EFFORT (EFFectiveness Of Responsibility Teaching) 
is an Erasmus+ Strategic Partnership project that aims 
to improve the effectiveness of teaching that is targeted 
at building competencies related to sustainability and 
responsible management. 
It is important to develop teaching approaches that aim 
to raise awareness of CSR, change attitudes as well as 
to influence behavior of individuals. However, there is 
a lack of tools to monitor the effectiveness of both the 
general approaches of higher education institutions and 
the specific teaching concepts. Therefore, the aim of the 

EFFORT project is to develop tools and guidelines to help 
higher education institutions monitor the effectiveness 
and quality of sustainability-, ethics- and/or CSR-related 
teaching.
The project involves universities from five European 
countries (Finland, Germany, Hungary, Italy, Spain) and is 
headed by Prof. Dr. Silke Bustamante from Hochschule für 
Wirtschaft und Recht Berlin (Berlin School of Economics 
and Law).

Research
IO1 – Controlling Tool
IO7 – Statistical Analysis Report

Training material development: 
Innovative Teaching Formats
IO4 – Innovative Teaching Format 1
IO5 – Innovative Teaching Format 2
IO6 – Innovative Teaching Format 3

Tools & Information Materials for Higher Education 
Institutions
IO2 – Handbook/Toolbox
IO3 – Self-Evaluation Tool
IO8 – Guideline

Multiplier events and dissemination materials
Piloting of the teaching formats in the partner countries
Multiplier events – Workshops and conferences in partner 
countries
Dissemination materials – Project flyers, Website,…

12/2018: PROJECT KICK-OFF MEETING IN MADRID, SPAIN

05/2019: 2ND TRANSNATIONAL PARTNER MEETING IN BLED, SLOVENIA

12/2019: 3RD TRANSNATIONAL PARTNER MEETING IN LAPPEENRANTA, FINLAND

EFFECTIVENESS OF RESPONSIBILITY TEACHING (EFFORT)

PROJECT OUTPUTS OF THE EFFORT PARTNERSHIP

PROJECT PARTNERS
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The focus of this year-long research project was to examine the process of setting a prioritized research agenda that 
addresses the relevance gap in management as a method of academic branding for scholars. This is done by assessing 
the institutional as well as individual factors that influence the prioritization of the research agenda for the management 
scholar. In addition, the project aimed to foster exchange and greater networking between the two university partners. 

GUC AT CBS
On July 10th 2019, CASM was honored to welcome a 
delegation from the German University in Cairo, Egypt. 
The exchange and research collaboration "Towards 
excellence and international visibility in research and 
teaching" is sponsored through the German Academic 
Exchange Service (DAAD) and aims to foster knowledge 
exchange and collaboration between the two partners. 
Prof. Noha El-Bassiouny and her doctoral candidate 
Ola Abdelazim Wazir spent an interesting day at CBS 
presenting the situation of sustainability and CSR research 
at GUC and in Egypt in general, as well as discussing Mrs. 
Wazir's research on choices and prioritization in agenda 
setting of business research. Prof. Schmidpeter and a 
group of CBS colleagues will further exchange ideas and 
collaborate in the future.  

CBS AT GUC
In December 2019, CASM colleagues Marina Schmitz 
and Silvia Damme visited GUC as part of a delegation 
from CBS and CASM. The partners had the opportunity 
to exchange best practices and ideas on the development 
of responsible management practice and education and 
strengthen their partnership in person. CBS President 
Prof. Dr. habil. Elisabeth Fröhlich and IB Dean Prof. Dr. 
Markus Raueiser spoke at the "Responsible Management 
Symposium" at GUC to which the two partners invited as 
part of the CBS delegation's visit to Cairo.

RESEARCH COLLABORATION WITH THE GERMAN UNIVERSITY IN CAIRO (GUC)  

AWARDS

ETHICS AND SUSTAINABILITY AWARD

We are proud to announce that out of 120 applicants, long time CASM 
companion and M3trix team-member Anna Tönneßen has officially been 
selected for the 28th round of the WiWi-Talents programme. 

The talents programme was first launched in 2005 with the aim of providing 
students of economics and related disciplines with ideal support and promoting 
supra-regional networking between companies, young specialists and 
managers. The prerequisites for admission to the program are, in addition to 
outstanding academic performance, goal-oriented career planning, practical 
and international experience as well as social and societal commitment. 

Furthermore, the WiWi-Talents seal honors the exemplary support of our chair 
for a sustainable and career-promoting program. In particular, the seal is an 
acknowledgment to chairs that promote their young talent and set a good 
example to counter the shortage of skilled workers.

Every year the Dr. Juergen Meyer Foundation in cooperation with the Cologne 
Business School (CBS) grants a total of 4,000 Euros in prize money through the 
“Ethics and Sustainability Award”. The objective of the award is to promote 
the social and ethics achievements of students who demonstrate an enthusiasm 
for sustainability. Students can submit scientific papers, such as Bachelor 
and Master theses as well as social projects in the fields of Sustainability and 
Corporate Social Responsibility.

THE 28TH ROUND OF THE WIWI-TALENTS PROGRAM

ETHICS AND 
SUSTAINABILITY 
AWARD

Anna Tönneßen
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2018 2019

BOOK PUBLICATIONS

•  CSR und Fashion 
Ed: Heinrich, Peter

•  CSR und Mitarbeiterbeteiligung 
Eds: Beyer, Heinrich; Naumer, Hans-Jörg

•  CSR und Nachhaltigkeitssoftware 
Eds: Weber, Gregor; Bodemann, Markus

•  CSR und Hochschulmanagement 
Eds: Raueiser, Markus; Kolb, Monika

•  CSR und Compliance 
Eds: Kleinfeld, Annette; Martens, Annika

•  CSR im Gesundheitswesen 
Eds: Keller, Katrin; Lorenz, Franz

•  CSR und Kommunikation 
Ed: Heinrich, Peter

•  CSR und Familienunternehmen 
Eds: Altenburger, Reinhard; Schmidpeter, Rene

•  CSR und Geschäftsmodelle 
Ed: Bungard, Patrick

•  CSR und Corporate Volunteering 
Eds: Dreesbach-Bundy, Suska; Scheck, Barbara

German book series: Management Reihe 
Corporate Social Responsibility

•  CSR and Business Models 
Ed: Bungard, Patrick

CSR BOOK SERIES TRANSLATED TO CHINESE

•  CSR and Purchasing 
Ed: Fröhlich, Lisa

•  CSR und Social Enterprise 
Eds: Kraemer, Alexander, Edinger-Schons, Laura Marie

•  CSR und Interkulturelles Management 
Eds: Karlshaus, Anja B., Mochmann, Ingvill C.

•  CSR und Fußball 
Eds: Werheid, Marc, Mühlen, Matthias

•  CSR und Sportmanagement 
Hildebrandt, Alexandra

•  CSR und Energiewirtschaft 
Eds: Hildebrandt; Alexandra, Landhäußer, Werner

•  CSR und Klimawandel 
Sihn-Weber, Andrea; Fischler, Franz

On July 10th 2019, CASM was honored to welcome a delegation from the 
German University in Cairo, Egypt. The exchange and research collaboration 
"Towards excellence and international visibility in research and teaching" is 
sponsored through the German Academic Exchange Service (DAAD) and aims 
to foster knowledge exchange and collaboration between the two partners. 
Prof. Noha El-Bassiouny and her doctoral candidate Ola Abdelazim Wazir 
spent an interesting day at CBS presenting the situation of sustainability and 
CSR research at GUC and in Egypt in general, as well as discussing Mrs. Wazir's 
research on choices and prioritization in agenda setting of business research. 
Prof. Schmidpeter and a group of CBS colleagues will further exchange ideas 
and collaborate in the future.

•  Sustainable Business Models 
Eds: Moratis, Lars; Melissen, Frans; Idowu, Samuel O.

•  Managing Social Responsibility 
Ed: Turker, Duygu

•  Disciplining the Undisciplined? 
Eds: Brueckner, Martin; Spencer, Rochelle; Paull, 
Megan

•  Current Issues in Corporate Social Responsibility 
Eds: Idowu, S.O.; Sitnikov, C.; Simion, D.; Bocean, 
C.G.

•  Corporate Governance in Banking and Investor 
Protection 
Eds: Díaz Díaz, Belén, Idowu, Samuel O., Molyneux, 
Philip

•  Conscious Business in Germany 
Eds: Stahlhofer, Nicolas Josef, Schmidkonz, Christian, 
Kraft, Patricia

•  Building New Bridges Between Business and Society 
Eds: Lu, H., Schmidpeter, René, Capaldi, N., Zu, L.

•  Innovation Management and Corporate Social 
Responsibility 
Ed: Altenburger, Reinhard

2018

International book series: CSR, 
Sustainability, Ethics & Governance

2019

•   Clean, Green and Responsible? 
Eds: Eweje, G., Bathurst, R. J.

•  Opportunities and Pitfalls of Corporate Social 
Responsibility 
Eds: Mugova, Shame, Sachs, Paul R.

•  International Dimensions of Sustainable Management 
Eds: Schmidpeter, René, Capaldi, N., Idowu, S.O., 
Lotter, A.

•  Rethinking Strategic Management 
Ed: Wunder, Thomas

•  Responsible Business in Uncertain Times and for a 
Sustainable Future 
Eds: Capaldi, N., Idowu, S.O., Schmidpeter, R., 
Brueckner, M.

•  Leadership in the Context of Religious Institutions 
Eds: Müller-Stewens, Günter, Wolf, Notker

•  Corporate Sustainability and Responsibility in Tourism 
Eds: Lund-Durlacher, D., Dinica, V., Reiser, D., Fifka, 
M.S.

•  Code of Conduct on Transnational Corporations 
Ed: Rahim, Mia

•  Corporate Governance in the Banking Sector in China 
Ed: Zou, Weikang

•  Integrated Reporting 
Eds: Idowu, Samuel O., Del Baldo, Mara

•  Quakers, Business and Corporate Responsibility 
Eds: Burton, Nicholas, Turnbull, Richard

•  Corporate Social Responsibility in Poland 
Eds: Dlugopolska-Mikonowicz, Aneta, Przytula, Sylwia, 
Stehr, Christopher

•  Innovation Management and Corporate Social 
Responsibility 
Ed: Altenburger, Reinhard

•  Moral Disagreements in Business 
Ed: Eabrasu, Marian

•  ISO 26000 - A Standardized View on Corporate Social 
Responsibility 
Eds: Idowu, Samuel O., Sitnikov, Catalina, Moratis, 
Lars

•  Corporate Social Responsibility in Brazil 
Eds: Stehr, Christopher, Dziatzko, Nina, Struve, 
Franziska

•  Corporate Social Responsibility and Reporting in Sports 
Organizations 
Ed: Valeri, Massimo

BOOK DONATION BY CASM AND 
SPRINGERNATURE TO THE CBS LIBRARY
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2018

OTHER PUBLICATIONS

Cooperations between DHL, the CBS 
International Business School and M3TRIX 
GmbH
“Unlock the true value of your supply 
chain: Business Success through sustainable 
supply chain management”

CSR Guide Austria 2018
René Schmidpeter
CSR als neues Management Paradigma in der 
Literatur

Interview in Haufe New Management
René Schmidpeter
Warum Nachhaltigkeit, Digitalisierung und 
Agilität Hand in Hand gehen

Schmitz, M. A., Tönneßen, A. (2019). 
Nachhaltigkeit und Innovation in China – 
mehr als nur ein Papiertiger, In: Tobias Loitsch, 
China im Blickpunkt. Wer das 21. Jahrhundert 
verstehen will, muss China verstehen, Springer, 
pp.143-160. https://www.springer.com/de/
book/9783662596708 

Sustainability in Business Economics, and 
Finance campaign
Interview with Springer and René Schmidpeter

Article in Die Wirtschaft
René Schmidpeter
Digitaler Wandel: Chance oder Risiko

Article in the forum magazine
René Schmidpeter
Paradigmenwechsel in der Wirtschaft

Article in the Donaukurier
René Schmidpeter
Die Gegenwart von der Zukunft aus denken

Schmitz, M. A., Froese, F. J., & Bader, 
A. K. (2018). Organizational cynicism in 
multinational corporations in China. Asia 
Pacific Business Review, 24(5), 620-637.

WHITEPAPER

ARTICLES

INTERVIEWS BOOK CHAPTERS

2019

Article in the Audit Committee Quarterly 
(KPMG)
René Schmidpeter
Nachhaltiges Geschäftsmodell als Erfolgsgarant – 
wie Finanzmärkte alte Managementparadigmen 
verändern

Article in the F.A.Z. magazine Verantwortung
René Schmidpeter
Nachhaltigkeit trifft Erfolg

Article in the F.A.Z. magazine Verantwortung
Patrick Bungard
Eckpfeiler des „Nachhaltigen Managements“

Interview in BusinessArt Magazine
René Schmidpeter
Die Welt retten und zugleich davon profitieren

Article in the Donaukurier
“Es gilt, Sinn zu stiften und positiv zu wirken”, 
23.08.2019
https://www.donaukurier.de/nachrichten/
topnews/ausland/art388863,4295276 

Interview in Golden Bee Magazine
Patrick Bungard
The new business model era has arrived

Article in the LOUT Magazin
„Wer jetzt keine Zeit für Nachhaltigkeit hat 
wird scheitern“, 15.07.2019
https://lout.plus/Experten/Wer-jetzt-keine-Zeit-
Nachhaltigkeit-hat-wird-scheitern.html 

Interview in the Neue Narrative
René Schmidpeter (among others)
Das richtige Wirtschaften im falschen

Schmitz, M.A. (2019). Change in China? Taking 
stock of blue collars’ work values. Journal 
of Chinese Human Resource Management, 
10(1/2), 49-68.

ARTICLES
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Since December 2016 CBS International Business School is 
a member of CEEMAN – the International Association for 
Management Development in Dynamic Societies. 

CEEMAN is an international association for management 
development in dynamic societies, which was established 
in 1993 with the aim of accelerating the growth and 
quality of management development in Central and 
Eastern Europe. Gradually CEEMAN has become a 
global network of management development institutions 
working mainly in emerging markets and transition 
economies. The organization’s interests cover the quality 
of education, research and innovation in these economies, 
as well as the broad range of subjects related to change 
and development. With professional excellence as its aim, 
CEEMAN fosters the quality of management  development 
and change processes by developing education, research, 

Principles for Responsible Management Education 
(PRME) is the UN Global Compact’s initiative to transform 
management education, research and thought leadership 
globally by providing the Principles for Responsible 
Management Education framework, developing learning 
communities and promoting awareness about the United 
Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals.

The Six Principles of PRME are based on internationally-
accepted values endorsed by UN Member States and 
provide an engagement framework for higher education 
institutions to embed responsibility and sustainability 
in education, research, and campus practices through a 
process of continuous improvement.

Similar to the Global Compact, PRME is multi-stakeholder 
platform with a dynamic network of local and global 
learning communities, including thematic working groups 
and regional chapters, which collaborate on projects and 
events. Since its official launch in 2007 by UN Secretary-
General Ban Ki-moon, the PRME initiative has grown to 
more than 650 leading business schools and management-
related academic institutions from over 80 countries across 
the world. Learn more: www.unprme.org.

consulting, information, networking support, and 
other related services for management  development 
institutions and corporations operating in transitional and 
dynamically changing environments. Its holistic approach 
to the phenomena of change and leadership development 
celebrates innovation, creativity and respect for cultural 
values.

CASM team members attend different CEEMAN events 
such as the 24th CEEMAN Annual Conference on 
“Management Education for a Digital World” which took 
place in Tallinn, Estonia from September 28th – 30th 2016. 
Monika Kolb Project Manager Sustainable Management 
Education spoke at the pre-conference event: 2nd PRME 
CEE Chapter Meeting “Boosting Social Entrepreneurship 
through Management Education", stating that every 
global problem is a business opportunity. 

The six PRME Principles:

One particular milestone that can be seen as starting 
event was the establishment of our endowed chair of 
International Business Ethics and CSR in October 2010. 
CBS International Business School and the Dr. Juergen 
Meyer Foundation cooperated to found this endowed chair. 
From the beginning there was a broad consensus that the 
chair should foster a practically relevant and responsible 
management education. Sustainable management was 
meant to involve all of CBS’s study programs, research, 
institutional departments as well as the general public. 
With this establishment the mission was set – however the 

question of how to get there remained unanswered and not 
all Stakeholders were convinced.

The whole process of change started with several small 
initiatives such as an ethics and sustainability award for 
students, a lecture series about sustainable management, 
masterclasses with company experts and CBS International 
Business School Sustainability Days can be counted as first 
convincing successes. Then with a new holder of the chair 
Prof. Dr. René Schmidpeter the process gained speed in 
2013. 

OUR JOURNEY TO AN INSTITUTIONALIZATION OF A SUSTAINABLE MANAGEMENT EDUCATION

The following years were marked by extensive teaching 
activities and curricula reworks that make Corporate 
Social Responsibility and Sustainable Management integral 
components of business-related research and management 
training. 

Now, our university’s research clusters are aligned 
interdisciplinary to anchor CSR and sustainability into 
the various business disciplines. To offer practical and 
theoretical examples on the implementation of CSR we 
have published over 50 books in German and English 
that span numerous global topics relevant to forward-
thinking managers and academics. We also released the 
International Journal of CSR, published by Springer to 
further academic discourse on the subject.

Moreover, since 2013 we established the Graduate School 
of Sustainable Management and the project Sustainable 
University which further outline the development and 
incorporation of Sustainable Development at CBS.

At the 3rd International Conference on CSR, Sustainability, 
Ethics & Governance in August 2016 with the topic of 
“Sustainable Management as a new business paradigm” 
the Center for Advanced Sustainable Management 
(CASM) was founded. In cooperation with business and 
academics CASM aims to champion responsible and 
sustainable management as a fundamental part of business 
organizations in theory and practice

CEEMAN

PRME
Sustainability is more and more seen as key to the value 
creation of business enterprises. Management science and 
traditional business school disciplines such as finance, 
management, and marketing are forced to integrate social 
and ecological issues into their thinking in order to explain 
business operations in the future. What is the contribution 
of business towards the sustainable development of 
our society? This is not only the leading question from 
society, but also asked by students and business leaders 
of tomorrow. Our goal is to give an answer to this very 
legitimate question. Therefore we need to integrate 
Sustainability and Business Ethics in every management 

discipline. Sustainable Management and Corporate Social 
Responsibility is not a nice to have or an add-on to classical 
management thinking, it is rather the core of a new 
management paradigm. Business all over the world have 
recognized this new reality – and it is more than time that 
business schools change their old fashioned management 
paradigm, too. How can we generate value in a world 
of uncertainty and how can we have a positive impact to 
society? Only if we can answer those two questions, we 
can build successful business models and create innovative 
solutions which make businesses more competitive and 
more sustainable at the same time.

WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO BE A CHAMPION OF PRME ON PERSONAL AND INSTITUTIONAL LEVELS?
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ABIS - The Academy of Business in Society is a global network of over 100 
companies and academic institutions whose expertise, commitment, and 
resources are leveraged to invest in a more sustainable future for business in 
society. ABIS enables informed decision-making on business in society issues 
through collaborative research, education, thought leadership, policy insights, 
and business acumen. www.abis-global.org

On October 27th 2016, CASM team members attended the 15th ABIS Annual 
Colloquium 2016. Leading voices from industry, academia, youth communities, 
and public policy spoke on various contemporary issues within the overall 
theme. 

Pictures taken from the ABIS website https://www.abis-global.org/

WEISS is an independent organization whose aim is to help businesses and organizations to 
successfully implement CSR and sustainability, as meaningful management tools that add value to 
their business through their integration into strategy and operations. Thereby increasing awareness 
of ethical and sustainable practices in business.
  
Similarly to CASM, their objective is to encourage, mobilize and support executives, to manage 
their businesses sustainably and ethically, and to transform partners into „Sustainable & Fit for our 
Grandchildren” companies.

CASM was a contributor to the „Valuable Meaningful“ Course which is a part of WEISS executives 
training series. This course is intended for all professionals in managerial positions in business, 
organization and politics, who are interested in a completely new holistic approach to leadership. 
The course is taught in a unique interdisciplinary manner that examines the topic from a practical, 
economic, philosophical and psychological perspective. 
www.ethik.eu/site/en/education/executivestraining

WEISS ABIS

The SEA - Sustainable Entrepreneurship Award, launched 
in 2012, annually presents awards to enterprises, projects 
and ideas which address a social or ecological problem by 
combining innovative solutions with a profitable business 
model. More than 2,500 submissions from over 100 
countries worldwide have been received in the last years. 
The Best Project is awarded the jury prize of EUR 10,000.
What began six years ago as a classic award has grown into 
a versatile and comprehensive initiative to promote and 
finance innovative and sustainable business models. The 
goal is to identify and accelerate the best entrepreneurial 
solutions to earth´s biggest challenges by connecting 
entrepreneurs, investors and incubators to create a livable 
future. For further information see the following website: 
www.se-award.org

SUSTAINABLE ENTREPRENEURSHIP AWARD (SEA) 
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practitioners and experts gave insight on how to integrate 
sustainability into the supply chain by i.e. reducing waste, 
carbon emissions and the consumption of resources. 
From procurement to distribution, the contributors 
demonstrated innovative ways of how companies can not 
only survive on the market but also create a competitive 
advantage through strategic social responsibility.
On March 7th 2017, the Industrial Chamber of Commerce 
Cologne (IHK) in cooperation with CASM, addressed the 
topic of “Sustainability and Finance” raising the question 
of how SMEs can obtain funding for their sustainable 
business models. After an introduction by Mr. Ulrich 
Soénius, PhD (Deputy General Manager of the IHK in 
Cologne), a keynote speech was given by Mr. Stefan 
Möller (GLS Bank, Bochum). After his speech, Ms. Janine 
Steeger, who moderated the event, asked Mr. Möller to 
join the other members of the panel, Ms. Artimes Diapouli 
(GMA - Grüne Mobile Autopflege GmbH, Cologne), Mr. 

The Center for Advanced Sustainable Management 
(CASM) brings together scholars from various academic 
disciplines as well as business and political leaders in order 
to enhance knowledge transfer. In cooperation with the 
IHK Cologne CASM organizes events in order to provide 
regional SMEs with practical solutions and competencies.

In 2016 the IHK Cologne hosted two workshops in 
cooperation with the Center for Advanced Sustainable 
Management. On April 13th the first event took place with 
the topic of “Sustainable (commercial) Estate” and how 
commercial buildings can be built ecologically responsible 
and sustainable. On June 22nd the second workshop dealt 
with “Sustainable Logistics”. As a part of the event series 

INDUSTRIAL CHAMBER OF 
COMMERCE COLOGNE (IHK)

Since March 2019, CASM belongs to the network of the ESSSR (European 
School of Sustainability Science and Research). The ESSSR is an consortium 
composed of universities sharing an interest on sustainability science and on 
matters related to sustainable development. The organization aims at filling in a 
gap between the coordination of sustainability science teaching and research at 
European universities. As of now, CASM is the 36th partner university to join 
the network which is coordinated by HAW Hamburg

Since July 2019, Marina Schmitz is representing CASM and CBS in AIB’s 
Sustainability Shared Interest Group, which has been formally launched during 
the AIB Annual Conference in July 2020. Shared Interest Groups (SIGs) are 
communities within the larger academy where members can focus on developing 
their work within a specific subject area or research methodology. The primary 
goals of this SIG are to exchange knowledge across the wide range of academic 
subfields within IB for greater connectivity with sustainability issues in an IB 
context, to organize sustainability-oriented consortia at IB-specific conferences, 
to create forums for building and exchanging knowledge on Sustainability and 
IB teaching and outreach, to promote sustainability within AIB in practical 
terms (e.g. conference organizational matters) and to further the mainstreaming 
of sustainability in IB and AIB. 

Since September 2019, CASM is part of the Network for Business Sustainability 
(NBS), Sustainability Center Community, which is dedicated to making 
business more sustainable by sharing evidence-based guidance for business 
leaders thinking ahead. More than 33,000 business leaders, researchers and 
students from around the world contribute to and follow their work. NBS 
moreover facilitate a community of 170+ sustainability research centres in 
business schools around the world. CASM is looking forward to now being a 
member of this Sustainability Centeres Community. 
NBS's main office is at the Ivey Business School (Western University, London, 
Canada), with a francophone office at L’Université du Québec à Montréal 
(Montreal, Canada).   

EUROPEAN SCHOOL OF SUSTAINABILITY 
SCIENCE AND RESEARCH (ESSSR)

ACADEMY OF INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS – 
SUSTAINABILITY SHARED INTEREST GROUP

NETWORK FOR BUSINESS SUSTAINABILITY – 
SUSTAINABILITY CENTER COMMUNITY

Cornelius Schaub (PHINEO nonprofit AG, Berlin), and 
Mr. Thomas Schulz, PhD (BNU - Beratung für Nachhaltige 
Unternehmensführung, Frankfurt) to discuss the following 
questions: What makes a sustainable company attractive 
for potential investors? Which opportunities does the 
market offer regarding the funding of sustainable business 
models? Drawing on their prior experience, the panelists 
offered the following advice for companies, e.g. to integrate 
sustainability into the core of the business. Additionally, 
they proposed sustainability as a risk management tool. 
However, the panelists also raised some critical issues, 
e.g. that the integration process is slow which is partially 
due to the fact that there is a lack of knowledge and that 
sustainability costs money. Furthermore, all panelists 
agreed that sustainability has not yet been successfully 
established in the financial world and that we need new 
legal structures for social business models which was 
echoed by the plenum.
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PROJECTS
Let us all turn the awesome #Fridays4Future movement into a solution finding 
process. On FutureToday we are waiting for your solution to combat climate 
change. Everybody can join the community and discuss the proposals or share 
their own solution and ideas. 

FUTURE TODAY - OUR CSR PLATFORM
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SUSTAINABLE UNIVERSITY

Whether talking about climate change, social inequality or resource scarcity: The 
challenges facing our society are great. In order to create a just and sustainable 
world, above all we need more knowledge, skills as well as awareness about 
the need for change. Universities play a key role. Operating as training centres 
for future decision makers, universities hold a special responsibility to serve as 
role models for society. Therefore, a clear commitment to sustainability leads to 
long-term positive developments in society. A sustainability-oriented education 
thus fosters a sustainable future.

On October 31st 2019, CASM project managers Marina Schmitz and Silvia Damme, as well as CBS facility manager 
Detlef Ernst, joined again the official ÖKOPROFIT kick-off at Cologne city hall, followed by the first project workshop. 
The ÖKOPROFIT certification program aims to strengthen companies economically and ecologically. Due to its low 
bureaucratic effort, it offers a good introduction to entrepreneurial environmental management. A characteristic feature 
of the project is that a group of local organizations, this year a total of thirteen companies, are jointly preparing for 
certification over the period of one year. Besides CBS, other regional partners are for example KEO GmbH, Brauerei 
Heller, FC Köln or Stadtwerke Hürth. In various workshops, which take place at the project partners' premises, they get 
the opportunity to exchange ideas throughout the process, learn from each other and expand their regional network. In 
addition, each company is individually advised and accompanied by an expert environmental management consultant. 
After already having participated in the project in 2015/16, we are looking forward to further develop and advance our 
organizational environmental commitment at CBS beyond what has been achieved so far. The project perfectly adds 
to our current strategic “Green Office” development, which CASM is working on through our international Erasmus+ 
ISSUE project. 

CBS 
SUSTAINABLE
UNIVERSITY

CBS recognizes these challenges and therefore, consistently strives to align teaching, research and management with 
principals of sustainable development and the UN Decade of Education for Sustainable Development. By further 
integrating social responsibility and sustainability into university operations, CBS would like to take on a innovative 
pioneering role in the German education landscape and continue to expand its expertise in the field of sustainable 
management training. Key topics such as Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR), economic and corporate ethics and 
sustainability are already firmly anchored in the curricula of CBS’s various departments.

The university began to intensify its involvement in this area through participation in the CCI Cologne’s project 
ÖKOPROFIT (Ecoprofit). The economic development program Ecoprofit (Ecological Project for Integrated Environmental 
Technology) helps with the optimal use of resources and the reduction of operating costs through environmental and 
climate protection measures. It is a collaborative effort between the city of Cologne, local economic actors and other 
partners. By helping companies reduce operation costs, the project fosters sustainable economic development. This spring 
representatives of renowned

ÖKOPROFIT 2019/2020 IN COLOGNE 

LIGHTS 
OUT?

WINDOWS  
CLOSED?

GARBAGE
DISPOSED?

HEATING 
OFF?

°C

6 THINGS TO CHECK BEFORE  
YOU LEAVE THE ROOM:

SMARTBOARD
OFF?

WHITEBOARD 
CLEANED?
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CSR STUDENT TEAM  

The CSR Student Team acts as a multiplier in the field of 
Sustainable Management and CSR at the CBS. In close 
cooperation with the Center for Advanced Sustainable 
Management (CASM), the members of the team plan 
events for further awareness raising and sustainability 
communication. Traditionally, the team organizes and 
implements a Sustainability Day at the CBS once a year. 
The team is also involved in a number of its own projects, 
such as founding a Women's Network Group, offering a 
meditation workshop for students and professors, and 
improving waste separation at the CBS. Through the close 
cooperation with the CASM, the team benefits in particular 

from mentoring offers, practical relevance and access to 
book publications. In addition, the team participated in the 
organization and implementation of the 8th International 
Conference on Sustainability and Responsibility from 14 
to 16 November 2018 in Cologne.
Would you like to make a difference in the field of 
sustainability? Are you interested in becoming a responsible 
leader of the future? Then don't hesitate to contact us and 
become part of our team: Send an e-mail to csr@cbs-mail.
de. We look forward to welcoming you to our team.

WORK FOR GOOD - CBS CARES FOR WISHES

From 19th Feb until March 23rd, CBS students got the 
chance to volunteer for at least one day in a company 
of their choice. In return, the company donates a sum of 
about € 100 to the non-profit organization "Wunschdirwas 
e.V.". For more than 28 years, the charity organization 
has been fulfilling wishes of severely sick children and 
adolescents throughout Germany. CBS Students that took 
part received a certificate, participating companies on the 
other hand did not only get the support of a student for at 

least one day, but also received a donation receipt. Thanks 
to the great support of numerous cooperating companies 
and students, CBS was able to donate more than € 87,000 
to the "Wunschdirwas e.V." since 2011. On the occasion of 
the CBS International Business School’s 25th anniversary 
in 2018, the university was focusing on charity and social 
responsibility. CBS had therefore started an initiative 
called “CBS cares for…” which implies various activities 
for the benefit of society.

2019
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SUSTAINABLE FASHION DAY 2018
The CSR Student Team has organized company 
presentations by Kleiderrebell, FEMNET e.V., Fairfitters, 
Armedangels and input from Bianca Seidel about Eco 
Design. Furthermore, a sustainable fashion fair, a fashion 
show and much more were awaiting the participants!

A "Clothes Exchange" was set up, where you could bring 
clothes, shoes, bags and jewelry and swap one piece for 
another or donate it for refugees.
Moreover, it was possible to buy items. The collected 
money was donated to buy books for Indonesian children, 
a project the CSR Student Team has supported as well.

Cologne (Germany), April 17th: The organisation 
FEMNET e.V. is a non-profit women’s right organization. 
In her presentation Kerstin Dahmen presented the different 
projects FEMNET e.V is currently working on in India 
and Bangladesh. The presentation enabled the audience 
to gain insights into the diverse projects executed by the 
organization.
Their key activity is campaigning against the exploitation 
of women in the fashion industry to remove not only 

gender hierarchies but also social injustices and improve 
their standard of living. FEMNET e.V. aims to encourage 
people not only to review their consumption habits, but 
also to speak up for aggrieved female workers all around 
the world.
Finally, FEMNET e.V. offers great opportunities for 
cooperations with students and is the perfect contact in 
the fashion industry.

Cologne (Germany), April 18th: Armed Angels company 
presentation by Lavinia Muth began with an introduction 
to the environmental problems caused by the global 
fashion industry. The Cologne based company is working 
on their own solutions to reduce the impact of their 
business, using sustainable materials, ensuring supply 
chain traceability and the promotion of better wage 
systems. These and more action points can also be found 
on the CEO agenda 2018 that Armed Angels presented.  
The change inspiring document was developed by the 
Copenhagen Fashion Summit and signed by many leading 
company representatives. Following the presentation, the 
group engaged in an active discussion about sustainability 
in the fashion industry. There is still a long way to go, but 
as well we as the consumers can influence its progress by 
the purchasing choices that we make.

FEMNET E�V�

ARMEDANGELS

TUESDAY, 17TH APRIL, 13:30 - 15:00, CBS CAFETERIA

SUSTAINABLE FASHION FAIR
AND CLOTHES EXCHANGE

WEDNESDAY, 18TH APRIL, 18:30 - 22:00, CBS CAFETERIA

SUSTAINABLE FASHION SHOW
WITH GET-TOGETHER AND PARTY

Kleiderrebell - Love it. Wear it. Share it.
FEMNET - Studying for a social responsible fashion industry
ARMEDANGELS - A call for change for the fashion industry

Fairfitters - Shoppen ohne schlechtes Gewissen
CSR in der Kleidungsindustrie - aus Verbrauchersicht

Create Eco Value - Make Fashion great again with Ecodesign

EXECUTIVE SUSTAINABILITY
CLASS VII

SUSTAINABLE
FASHION DAYS

CONTACT, INFO & 
REGISTRATION:
casm-online.eventbrite.de

SUSTAINABILITY DAYS

SUSTAINABILITY DAY SPRING 2019
The CSR Student Team, together with help from the 
Center for Advanced Sustainable Management (CASM) 
and the Career Center, has organized another day at CBS 
with interesting lectures and workshops, as well as a movie 
screening of “Closing the Loop” by Wayne Visser.
 
KARL-HEINZ LAND FROM NEULAND GMBH
Karl-Heinz Land is an investor, author, and public speaker 
for the topic “Digital Transformation”. This guest lecture 
highlighted why technological progress and digitalization 
will help us to save the planet and become more sustainable.  
Mr. Land used theses from his own book "EARTH 5.0 - 
How to Provoke the Future” as examples.  At the end of his 
presentation, there was a group discussion about the pros 
and cons of dematerialization, disintermediation (platform 
economy), and disaggregation (sharing economy).
 
MANUEL DELGADO FROM TRIVAGO
Trivago, as we know it, is specialising as an open source 
community, but Manuel Delgado presented to us what the 
employees of trivago are doing to give back to their local 
communities.  In this session, Mr. Delgado talked about 
corporate citizenship and how trivago connects to the 
people of Düsseldorf and surrounding area.

CHRISTIAN BOROWSKI FROM CLEVERSHUTTLE
Sustainable City launch in Cologne: CleverShuttle is 
an eco-friendly RidePooling service available only in 
exclusive cities in Germany.  Their fleet of electric cars and 
professional drivers provide riders with an alternative way 
to city traveling.  The concept of RidePooling is sharing 
your ride with another customer picked up along the way 
that has the same destination as you – resulting in a car 
pool. CleverShuttle is challenging the status quo of our 
activities and development of performance optimization 
measures regarding the three pillars of sustainability. 
What are implementable measures that are consistent with 
general launch constraints and market requirements? Save 
your money and the planet by riding with CleverShuttle!
 
EXCLUSIVE FOR SUSTAINABILITY DAY
LYOFOOD will had a Pop-Up in the cafeteria, where 
there have been free food and drink samples for everyone. 
Check out their website https://lyofood.de and get excited 
to try some awesome food.
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SUSTAINABILITY DAY FALL 2019
The second sustainability day in 2019 took place during 
the winter semester, on November 19. The program 
started with the online symposium “Dialogue across 
Borders” hosted by the CASM together with INTI 
University in Malaysia. The symposium discussed topics 
of International Development and the SDGs as well as 
Sustainable Supply Chain Management. A CBS student 
group further presented their market research on the 
introduction of a re-usable cup system on campus. An 
interesting mix of guest lectures, organized by the CSR 
Student team, followed throughout the day.

The first presentation introduced the Start-Up Treefy, 
which focuses on the advantages of reforestation and was 
founded by Lukas Kulemeier, a CBS Student. As forests 
play an important role in maintaining the balance of the 
ecosystem, the Start-Up offers the possibility to offset 
personal C02 emissions through reforestation. The second 

lecture tackled Circular Economy in the Fashion Industry. 
ARMEDANGELS CSR Manager Lavinia Muth talked 
about how the fair fashion label integrates this topic 
within their business model with the aim of revolutionizing 
the industry. Following this lecture, students of the CSR 
Student Team had prepared a lecture to present additional 
circular business models and the true cost of fast fashion. 
As fast fashion creates enormous environmental impact 
and bad social working conditions, the goal of the guest 
lecture was to raise awareness and to present possible 
solutions through the circular economy. The day ended 
with an informal exchange between the participants, 
including some drinks and vegetarian snacks.

During the entire day, CBS students collected ideas for a 
more sustainable business school on site. These ideas will 
inspire future projects of the CASM and the CSR student 
team.
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SOCIAL IMPACT MEASUREMENT 
PROJECT AT VOLKSWAGEN

Wolfsburg (Germany), May 3rd 2018: In the scope of 
a Business project which is part of the curriculum of 
the International Business Master’s Program of CBS 
International Business School, sixteen CBS Master students 
went to the Volkswagen headquarter in Wolfsburg to 
present their key findings on the topic "Social Impact 
Measurement". For the past three months and under 

the supervision of CASM Director Patrick Bungard, the 
students have worked on creating innovative approaches 
and recommendations for the VW CSR department on 
how to construct impact measurement. We would like 
to thank Thomas Beck and the VW team for this great 
opportunity and all participating students for the effort 
and excellent results!

JOINT EVENT WITH THE COLOGNE 
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY

Cologne (Germany) 26th April 2018: “Fair Trade”, 
“Sustainability” and “Organic” as labels have proven to 
boost sales and popularity of products. Sustainability has 
become a growth driver for many industries, especially for 
the the food industry. More and more companies integrate 
sustainability into their business in order to meet the 

changing needs of customers. The event Sustainability in 
Retail, organized by the Cologne Chamber of Commerce 
and Industry in cooperation with CASM features this topic 
- the increasing relevance and potential of sustainability in 
retail across industries.

SEMINAR "LEADERSHIP & CSR MANAGEMENT"

Klagenfurt (Austria), October 2018 - February 2019: 
CBS International Business School in cooperation with 
the Business Ethics Institute WEISS organize a course on 
responsible leadership and CSR Management starting in 
October 2018. The seminar teached participants how 
to implement innovations through ethical management, 
responsible leadership and design thinking and how 
to contribute to a socially responsible and future-
oriented society. It provided new perspectives on current 

management challenges and methods to put them into 
practice.  High-level professors and experts such as 
Prof. Dr. René Schmidpeter, Prof. Dr. Lisa Fröhlich and 
Monika Kolb imparted business ethics, corporate social 
responsibility, value management, meaningful and 
valuable leadership, responsible communication, strategic 
procurement management, design thinking, ethical 
management and vision development in the course of 5 
modules
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EXECUTIVE SUSTAINABILITY CLASSES 2018

Cologne (Germany), March 6th 2018: In recent years, we have seen a 
rise in businesses investing in social and ethical initiatives. GLS Bank, 
Gemeinschaftsbank für Leihen und Schenken (English: Community Bank for 
Loaning and Giving) was the first bank in Germany that operated with an 
ethical philosophy. According to the presentation which was given by the Head 
of the Treasury Department Ulrich Weber, their focus is on ecological, social and 
cultural initiatives, and not being primarily concerned with maximizing profits. 
He also explained the investment process of GLS and introduced cooperations 
with initiatives such as BigBoden Genossenschaft, GLS Beteiligungs AG and the 
foundations for the future, the GLS Treuhand.

EXECUTIVE SUSTAINABILITY CLASS: GLS BANK AT CBS

REGISTRATION
casm-online.eventbrite.com

QUESTIONS?
v.nyssen@cbs.de

SUSTAINABILITY FAIR

TUESDAY, 13TH OF MARCH, 13:30 - 15:00
CBS CAFETERIA
Stands of companies and CBS initiatives

GET TOGETHER

WEDNESDAY, 14TH MARCH, 18:30
BUSINESS LOUNGE

TUESDAY, 13TH OF MARCH, 15:15
ROOM NEW YORK
Dr. Gerrit Schneider, Evonik

SUSTAINABILITY DAYS
EXECUTIVE SUSTAINABILITY CLASS VII

WEDNESDAY, 14TH MARCH, 15:15
ROOM STOCKHOLM

Daniela Fassbender, Bethmann Bank

WEDNESDAY, 14TH MARCH, 17:00
ROOM STOCKHOLM

Tobias Menne, Bayer Crop Science

Cologne (Germany), March 13th 2018: In the scope of the Sustainability Days 2018, 
Evonik visited CBS to present their business. Responsible action and business success 
are inseparable and therefore Evonik uses sustainability as a lever for more and better 
business. The company's main projects are currently Resource Efficiency and Recovery 
with the aim to empower the reuse of things, Sustainable Aquaculture to avoid 
overfishing, Hydrogen Mobility and Green Tires. 
Dr. Schneider, representative of Evonik and head of their CSR department, discussed 
the question “Why Sustainability is good for business?” and explained that the clear 
trend is shifting towards more sustainable solutions, as society is increasing awareness 
of sustainability through media and the wider public. 

Cologne (Germany), March 14th 2018: Agriculture as we 
know it today is facing many challenges: How can small 
farmers in Africa participate in the global food chain? 
How can we increase biodiversity? Can we impact our 
CO2 footprint by what we eat? Digitalization can be a 
great part of the solution. Tobias Menne, Head of Digital 
Farming at Bayer Crop Science visited CBS and talked 

Bayer’s role in the future of farming. Mr. Menne showed 
that farms can be digitally monitored via satellite and how 
farmers are given tools to connect with other growers 
across the world via apps. He answered questions from 
interested students, which encouraged a lively discussion 
on a potential farming revolution.

Cologne (Germany), March 14th 2018: When choosing 
between supporting sustainable companies or the ones 
with the most promising performance, one would think 
that most people would choose the second. But this reality 
is changing, as explained by Daniela Fassbender, Head 
of Private Banking from Bethmann Bank. Every second 
euro invested is now directed towards the so called ESG 
(Environmental Social Governance) Investments and 

Bonds, that are screened with help of Sustainalitycs to 
analyze the characteristics of the social, environmental and 
governance aspects of the company or country in which 
the investors can entrust their money in. Being a partner 
of the Global Compact and having the goal of only taking 
part in business with companies that adopt the same 
values, the Bethmann Bank puts sustainability at the core 
of their business. 

EXECUTIVE SUSTAINABILITY CLASS: EVONIK AT CBS 

EXECUTIVE SUSTAINABILITY CLASS: BAYER CROP SCIENCE AT CBS

EXECUTIVE SUSTAINABILITY CLASS: BETHMANN BANK AT CBS

REGISTRATION
casm-online.eventbrite.com

QUESTIONS?
v.nyssen@cbs.de

TUESDAY, 13TH OF MARCH, 15:15 - 16:45
ROOM NEW YORK
Dr. Gerrit Schneider, Evonik
Head of Corporate Responsibility Strategy

How Evonik uses Sustainability as a lever 
for more and better business
Please note that the presentation will be held in English

EXECUTIVE SUSTAINABILITY CLASS 
SUSTAINABILITY DAYS
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We were excited for the opportunity of welcoming 
BOSCH at CBS for a Sustainability Master Class. Ludger 
Hermanns, Head of Innovation at BOSCH Connected 
Industries, and Petra Martin, Head of the Competence 
Center Leadership at BOSCH talked to over 50 interested 
students on “Sustainable Leadership @ BOSCH”.

The students got the chance to learn about the 
opportunities and challenges that current digital and 
societal transformations place on a large multinational yet 
traditional corporation. During the presentation especially 
the understanding of technology as a mean to serve a value-
oriented purpose was stressed. Moreover, a profound need 
of a shift in mindset to be adequately prepared to lead 
corporations – and most of all their people – successfully 
in a VUCA-world became clear. In small groups the 
students had a chance to discuss questions and strategies 
together with our guests, who were curious and excited 
to get perspectives and inputs on their approaches from 
aspiring young leaders

SUSTAINABILITY MASTER CLASS WITH BOSCH 
Curitiba (Brazil), August 6 -10, 2018: For the second time, 
in cooperation with ISAE Business School, the Summer 
School in Curitiba took place.Prof. Dr. Ingvill Mochmann 
and CBS lecturers Rodrigo Mello and Heiko Wacker 
held interactive sessions about "Global Mindset Leaders 
and their sustainable approach to business" and "Green 
Bonds: Financing Sustainable Projects". Furthermore, two 
site visits were organized. One to the AR 3000 Building, 

which is a sustainable project with modern architecture. 
The second one to IPPUC the Institute of Research and 
Urban Planning of Curitiba, as Curitiba is one of the 
few sustainable cities in Brazil. Participants came from a 
variety of areas, for example from Itaipu Binacional, the 
world's largest generator of renewable clean energy. We 
are looking forward to the next edition in the upcoming 
year.

"CUTTING EDGE PRACTICES ON SUSTAINABILITY“

SUMMER SCHOOLEXECUTIVE SUSTAINABILITY CLASSES 2019
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CASM ON THE ROAD
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GRADUATE SCHOOL OF SUSTAINABLE MANAGEMENT 
AT STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT PHD SEMINAR IN BLED

SYMPOSIUM CSR-GUIDELINES AND DIVERSITY - PRACTICAL IMPLEMENTATION 

GUEST PROFESSOR KANJI TANIMOTO FROM JAPAN MEETS 
LOCAL GOVERNMENT REPRESENTATIVES 

DOCTORAL PROGRAM AND DIALOG PLATFORM “ETHICS AND RESPONSIBLE 
LEADERSHIP IN BUSINESS” (ERL) AT WITTENBERG CENTER FOR GLOBAL ETHICS 

2018

Bled (Slovenia) November 8th till 11th 2017: IEDC Bled 
School of Managament and CASM at CBS have a strong 
partnership. In November PhD students of the Graduate 
School of Sustainable Management participated in the 
Strategic Management seminar by Professor Krzysztof 
Obloj. Monika Kolb a IEDC PhD student and Rodrigo 

Mello a PhD student at KU-Eichstätt both participants 
of the CASM Graduate School took part in this event. 
Further yearly collaborations between the two partners 
will follow to offer the best knowledge for both groups of 
PhD students. 

Berlin (Germany),  February 14th: The first symposium on 
“CSR-Guidelines and Diversity - Practical Implementation” 
was held in Berlin, organized by the Association of 
German Public Banks and the Wertestiftung Berlin (Values 
Foundation). An input on the classification of CSR and 
Sustainability was held by Prof. René Schmidpeter of CBS 
International Business School, followed by enthusiastic 
remarks of the head of the Federal Anti-Discrimination 

Agency, Christine Lüders. Practical examples for 
sustainable management from two banks as well as a 
presentation on the importance of values as the basis for 
sustainable corporate management were discussed in the 
afternoon. The event ended with a final classification of 
CSR by the RessourcenReich GmbH representative Henk 
Knaupe. 

Cologne (Germany), February 2nd: Prof. Kanji Tanimoto, 
an expert on CSR from Waseda University (Japan) who 
is also currently a visiting professor for sustainable 
management at CBS International Business School, was 
invited to meet local government representatives of the 
office of economic development, Michael Josipovic and 
Thomas Stiemer, at the town hall. Michael Josipovic 
is the Deputy Director and Head of the International 
Business Development Department, while Thomas Stiemer 
is newly appointed Head of Science and Innovation 
Support Department (Office of Economic Development). 
In a discussion round with Prof. Dr. Lisa Fröhlich, 
president of the CBS,  Patrick Bungard, lecturer and 
CASM director, and his colleagues Marina Schmitz and 
Anika Stürenberg Herrera, Prof. Kanji Tanimoto spoke 

Wittenberg (Germany), December 14th: PhD students 
and representatives of the Graduate School of Sustainable 
Management at CBS International Business School 
joined the colloquium of the Doctoral Program and 
Dialog Platform “Ethics and Responsible Leadership in 
Business” (ERL) at Wittenberg Center for Global Ethics 
(WZGE). The colloquium was led by the renowned Prof. 
Dr. Ingo Pies (MLU Halle-Wittenberg) and co-led by 
CBS professor Prof. Dr. René Schmidpeter. Besides three 

other PhD candidates of the Wittenberg Center for Global 
Ethics, Monika Kolb a IEDC PhD student and member 
of the Graduate School of Sustainable Management 
presented her latest research results. Besides, discussions 
about potential synergies especially with respect to this 
year’s 8th International Conference on Sustainability and 
Responsibility were discussed with Prof. Dr. Ingo Pies and 
the CEO of the WZGE, Waldemar Hötte. 

Innsbruck (Austria), February 19th - 20th:  At the PRME 
DACH Chapter Meeting in Innsbruck Monika Kolb and 
René Schmidpeter represented CBS International Business 
School and organized a workshop to further develop 
the 5th Responsible Management Education Research 
Conference in November in Cologne. The PRME DACH 
Chapter came up with various ideas to promote, design 
and create a successful conference.

ACADEMIC CERTIFICATES IN COOPERATION 
WITH THE CBS AND WEISS INSTITUTE
Klagenfurt (Austria), March 20th 2018: WEISS Institute in cooperation with 
CBS International Business School have developed a program with the objective 
to educate young managers in Corporate Social Responsibility, Design 
Thinking, and Ethical Management. "Young managers are imparted new 
methods and a new mindset which enables them to tackle current management 
challenges. We show them that corporate action can generate value for the 
company and society simultaneously" explains Prof. Schmidpeter. The program 
lasted from November 2017 to March 2018. On March 20th, the participants 
were awarded by the diocesan bishop Dr. Alois Schwarz, Course Director 
Prof. Dr. René Schmidpeter, President of CBS International Business School 
Prof. Dr. Elisabeth Fröhlich, and the Managing Director of WEISS Institute 
Mag. Martina Uster. The alumni from Austria obtained 20 ECTS and the title 
“Academic CSR Manager”.

PRME DACH MEETING 

on recent developments of the Japanese economy and of 
international Japanese companies located in Europe. He 
also pointed out a few differences in the educational system 
and underlined that Cologne is a great place to live, work 
and establish a company due to its internationalization.
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CSR & INNOVATION CONFERENCE IN KREMS
Krems (Austria), 22nd March 2018: During the IMC Business Week 2018 at the 
University of Applied Sciences in Krems the CSR & Innovation conference was 
held with a keynote speech by CASM Director René Schmidpeter. Company 
representatives, academics, and students discussed the question of “how 
sustainable are innovations?”. Ecological and social challenges are primarily 
seen as risks, however they also encourage innovation. This tension enabled 
thought-provoking discussions and the participants presented scientific research 
and Best Practices on the topic. Eventually they declared corporate values 
as drivers for sustainable innovations. In the afternoon, Prof. Schmidpeter 
presented research results and talked about international impulses.

UNIVERSITY ALLIANCE FOR SUSTAINABILITY 
SPRING CAMPUS
Berlin (Germany), April 9th – 11th 2018: During the Spring Campus 2018 
researchers, students and sustainability experts came together to discuss the 
topic: “Moving Beyond the Ivory Tower: How do Science and Universities 
contribute to the Sustainability Transformation?“. Coming from different 
cultural and professional backgrounds, the participants, including CASM 
Research Assistant Viola Nyssen, shared their perspectives on responsibility 
science and concluded that universities should contribute to the global 
sustainability discourse.

4TH DQS SUSTAINABILITY CONFERENCE 2018
Frankfurt a.M. (Germany), March 11th 2018: "Learn from Sustainability Heroes" – was the aim of this year’s DQS 
Conference. CASM Director Patrick Bungard was part of the jury, which honored for instance Würth for their 
implementation of the cradle-to-cradle approach in one of their product lines. We are glad that Haden Cosman and 
Anna Tönneßen had the chance to join the conference and to learn about what different companies are doing with regard 
to integrating sustainability into their strategies and operations.  Among others they enjoyed Georg Hoffmann's talk 
about integrating sustainable principles into Ritter Sport's operations, particularly the change management aspect. Saskia 
Jung's presentation on BASF's, "Value to Society", model, and how its implementation has allowed company leadership 
to better measure and understand the environmental impact in relation to the positive societal impact of their products. 
We are already looking forward to attending next year.

4TH BASIQ INTERNATIONAL 
CONFERENCE
Heidelberg (Germany), June 11 – 13, 2018: Last month 
the 4th BASIQ International Conference on “New Trends 
in Sustainable Business and Consumption” was held at the 
Marsilius-Kolleg of Heidelberg University organized by 
the Association for Innovation and Quality in Sustainable 
Business (BASIQ). Prof. Dr. René Schmidpeter was invited 
to give a keynote speech which was about the sustainable 
management as the new normal of business. The conference 
allowed for the knowledge, experience and idea exchange 
between international guests and high-level participants 
from academia and business.

5TH ANNIVERSARY OF WEISS 
INSTITUTE FOR BUSINESS ETHICS
Klagenfurt (Austria), May 15, 2018: On May 15, Prof. Dr. 
Schmidpeter gave a keynote speech at the Business Ethics 
Institute WEISS in celebration of their five year anniversary. 
Many renowned guests joined the celebrations in Austria to 
congratulate the Institute on its achievements. For the past 
five years, the WEISS Institute has accompanied companies 
and consumers on the path to a sustainable future. As Gaby 
Schaunig explains, “In the long-term, the consideration of 
customers, the environment and employees brings more 
economic success to businesses. This success ranges from 
the higher satisfaction of the customers who remain loyal 
to the company and the increased motivation of employees 
working at these businesses.” As a methodical tool for 
analyzing ethical behavior in companies, WEISS Institute 
in collaboration with international ethics professors 
developed the integrative Ethics & CSR Check

ABIS PANEL: ENABLING MIDDLE MARKET 
BUSINESSES TO ACHIEVE SUSTAINABLE SUCCESS
Brussels (Belgium), May 24, 2018: On May 24, CASM director Prof. Dr. 
René Schmidpeter joined the European Business Day in Brussels as a panelist 
for the ABIS/Mazar Panel on “Enabling middle market businesses to achieve 
sustainable success”. This panel discussion marked the launch of Mazars and 
ABIS “Middle Market Leaders Lab”. The panel covered both the challenges 
that exist at a macro level in promoting the success of middle market businesses 
and the range of critical issues that middle market businesses need to address in 
order to achieve their full potential.
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Frankfurt a. M. (Germany), June 28 - 29, 2018: Haden 
Cosman and Monika Kolb attended the yearly conference 
of the Deutsches Netzwerk für Wirtschaftsethik (DNWE) 
“German Network for Business Ethics” held at the Johann 
Wolfgang Goethe Universität Frankfurt on the 28th and 
29th of July. The conference was mainly concerned with 
the effect of the EU Commission’s recently published 

Sustainable Finance Agenda. Speakers and panels 
discussed various issues related to the development of 
“Sustainable Finance Taxonomy”, the development of 
new competencies in response to the agenda, and the role 
of European Finance in providing the necessary capital 
to support Europe’s achievement of the UN’s Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs). 

ANNUAL CONVENTION OF THE GERMAN 
NETWORK FOR BUSINESS ETHICS (DNWE)

13TH INTERNATIONAL CSR FORUM
Beijing (China), June 6th - 7th: On the second day of the 
13th International CSR Forum, Patrick Bungard was a 
participant on the panel on “Global CSR Development 
and Trends”. He shared his insights and experiences 
regarding CSR in Germany. The moderator of this Sino-
European dialogue on CSR was Stefan Crets, Executive 
Director of CSR Europe. He also gave the panel’s opening 
speech on the current developments in CSR in Europe. 
Amongst the other panelists were Yin Gefei, Chief Expert 
of the Golden Bee Think Tank. Lotta Liljelund, Counsellor 
and Head of CSR at the Swedish Embassy in Beijing 
shared her perspective on CSR as well as her experiences 
regarding the cooperation of Sweden and China in the 

field of CSR. Qi Shaoyun, President Assistant of CNPC 
Economic & Technology Research Institute contributed 
with an industry perspective on how CSR develops in 
China. The panel discussion not only demonstrated that 
European countries such as Sweden and Germany are on 
a similar path, but it also became apparent throughout 
the discussion that the field of CSR represents a chance to 
be a “bridge” between China and Europe.  CSR and the 
interdisciplinary discussion that surrounds it represent an 
important opportunity to engage in intellectual discourse 
and exchange experiences, fostering transcontinental 
cooperation in order to leverage the impact of our 
engagement.

BOOK RELEASE AT THE 13TH INTERNATIONAL CSR FORUM IN CHINA!
China, May 31 - June 9, 2018:  We are very proud to announce that the first 
two translations of our CSR book series got translated into Chinese. “CSR 
and Business Models” by Patrick Bungard (CASM) as well as “CSR and 
Purchasing” by Prof. Dr. Lisa Fröhlich (CBS) were launched during the 13th 
International CSR Forum in Beijing being organized by GoldenBee. As one of 
the most relevant platforms for CSR in China, GoldenBee promotes sustainable 
development through research, consulting and different kinds of cooperations 
and initiatives with Chinese organizations. We are happy that GoldenBee will 
attend our 8th International Conference on Sustainability and Responsibility 
in November as a partner. China’s growing importance on the global stage as 
well as its rapid growth provide a huge chance to leverage the impact of efforts 
with respect to sustainable transformation. Patrick Bungard, Marina Schmitz 
(CASM) and Anna Tönneßen (M3trix GmbH) used this event to further engage 
in internationalization efforts in China. In Beijing, we met our friend LIU 
Fenghua – an artist who will also join us during the conference and contribute 
to it in form of a live art session. Once in China, Marina and Anna also went 
to Shanghai and Nanjing to meet further CASM network partners. At Tongji 
University we participated in the opening ceremony of the travelling exhibition 
“Germany’s Energiewende” and met Prof. Dr. Ulf Richter to discuss possible 
common research projects. From Fudan University we had the chance to meet 
again with Prof. WANG Yongqin (China Center for Economic Studies) and 
Prof. LU Hua (Institute for Financial Studies). From the Nanjing University 
of Finance and Economics we met with Prof. LU Hualiang, who will also 
participate in our conference in November. Finally, we met Prof. BU Maoliang 
from the Johns Hopkins Center of Nanjing University

London (UK), July 3rd, 2018: Last month, CASM Co-
Director Patrick Bungard went to London to meet John 
Elkington, author and pioneer of Corporate Social 
Responsibility subjects, and speaker at our conference 
in November - the 8th International Conference on 

Sustainability and Responsibility. Together with a number 
of academics and practitioners they were able to discuss 
Elkington's famous "Triple Bottom Line" and why he now 
recalls his model. 

Vienna (Austria), July 7 - 14, 2018: Oikos Vienna organized 
a week-long summer school about education "Edutopia" 
in which CASM team member Viola Nyssen participated. 
During the whole week workshops were held like 
"Pluralism in Economics", "Sustainable Consumption" 
and the "Climate Game" in order to expand the spectrum 
of what should be included in the curriculum.Furthermore, 
the participants worked on different case studies like 
consulting "Voi Fesch" how to best promote inclusion into 
Viennese society to get insights also into the practical side. 
Finally, guided reflexion sessions were held to find own 
values, strengths, blockages etc. to persue one's passion 
and purpose.

PATRICK BUNGARD MEETS SAMUEL IDOWU AND JOHN ELKINGTON IN LONDON

EDUTOPIA SUMMER SCHOOL
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Vienna (Austria), July 2 - 6, 2018: During the five days 
in Vienna people from different working fields and 
nationalities met to participate in a facilitator training 
by LiFT in order to learn how to design a collaboratory. 
Embedded in the facilitator training these participants 
organized a whole collaboratory about the topic "Social 
Entrepreneurship: A marriage between purpose and 
profit?" The collaboratory took place throughout a two 
day period and was attended by social entrepreneurs, 
impact investors and other people having a stake in that 
topic. CASM student assistant Viola Nyssen took part in 
the training and concluded that all five days were rich in 
learning and a great environment to pursue one’s goals, 
both personal and concerning social businesses and a more 
sustainable world as a whole. 

Tokyo (Japan), September 6th - 7th 2018: On September 
6th – 7th, The Japan Forum of Business and Society (JFBS) 
hosted the 8th Annual Conference at Waseda University, 
Tokyo, on the topic of “Strategic Communications in 
Business and Society” . Keynote speakers included Carol 
Adams from Durham University and Ms. Shuri Fukunaga, 

CEO at Burson-Marsteller (Japan). Marina Schmitz 
participated in the conference and represented CASM. 
The 9th Annual Conference 2019 (September 5-6) will 
deal with the topic “CSR/Sustainability in Management 
Education”.

Hong Kong, September 18th - 19th 2018: On September 
18th – 19th, the CSR Asia Summit took place in Hong 
Kong just after the typhoon Mangkhut hit land which 
caused CASM project manager Marina Schmitz having 
to reschedule her flight. Eventually, the weather allowed 
her to get on the plane and participate in this high-level 

conference. This year’s topic was TRANSPARENCY. 
INTEGRITY. IMPACT. Keynote speeches were provided 
by Robert Swan, OBE, the first person to walk to the North 
and South poles, and Shirley Yu, Visa’s Group Company 
Manager, Greater China.

8TH ANNUAL CONFERENCE AT WASEDA UNIVERSITY

CSR ASIA SUMMIT

LIFT LEADERSHIP FOR TRANSITION "FACILITATOR TRAINING" 
AND "COLLABORATORY" 

ALEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT FOUNDATION SCHOLARSHIP EVENT
Bonn (Germany). On October 1st, the German Chancellor 
Fellows met their hosts in Bonn, at an event hosted by 
the Alexander von Humboldt Foundation, awarded this 
scholarship to 50 Fellows from the United States, Russia, 
China, India, and Brazil. Marina Schmitz welcomed 
Vaishali Baid from India, who researched sustainable 
procurement practices at CBS. With the launch on October 
1st 2018, she first joined an introductory seminar before 
working with Prof Elisabeth Fröhlich, President of the CBS 
International Business School, on her project which started 
in November 2018.

CEEMAN ANNUAL CONFERENCE IN PRAGUE

CSR-TAG 2018 AUSTRIA 

2018 CSR, SUSTAINABILITY, ETHICS AND GOVERMENT 

Prague (Czech Republic), 19th - 21st September: The 
26th CEEMAN Annual Conference titled “Redefining 
Management Education: Excellence and Relevance” took 
place in the city of Prague, Czech Republic, this year. 
CEEMAN Annual Conference is the most important 
annual event of CEEMAN – the International Association 
for Management Development in Dynamic Societies. 
Lisa Fröhlich President CBS was invited as a panelist and 
presented the sustainable management approch at CBS. 
Monika Kolb, Conference Coordinatior and Researcher 
at the CASM presented her poster entiteled " Sustainable 
Management as the new normal". René Schmidpeter 
Director of the CASM was also in Prague and invited 
the participants to join the RME and CSR Conference in 
Cologne. 

St. Pölten (Austria) October 10, 2018: At this year's 
CSR-Tag, René Schmidpeter was among the panelists 
and moderators of the event. The event focuses on the 
need for sustainable and responsible action in business 
models, as well as implementing CSR as a tool of strategic 
management and communicating the corporate benefits 
that can result from this approach

Taipei (Taiwan), September 27th to October 1st 2018: 
At the end of September, the first "Conference of Ethics 
and Sustainable Development" took place in Taipei at the 
National Taipei University. The conference was hosted 
by the Ecological Development Union Asia (EDUA). 
The event is one of the largest international conferences 
focusing on responsible business with delegates from over 
40 nations. Prof. Lisa Fröhlich and Prof. René Schmidpeter 
represented CBS at this top-class event. Prof. Fröhlich 
addressed the topic "Managing Global Supply Chains 
for a Sustainable Future" in her keynote speech and Prof. 
Schmidpeter moderated the panel on "Asian Ethics and 
Corporate Social Responsibility Education". The first 
speaker of the second day was Mohan Munasinghe, 
co -laureate of 2007 Nobel Peace Prize. In his speech, 
he took his audience on a sustainability journey and 
impressively demonstrated the services he has rendered 

to humanity over the past decades. On this day, the two 
colleagues Fröhlich and Schmidpeter exchanged roles; 
Prof. Rene Schmidpeter explained the European view on 
sustainable management and explained the approach of 
"sustainability - the new normal", which he developed. In 
the concluding panel, Prof. Dr. Lisa Fröhlich discussed the 
topic of "Green Finance" with Chung-Shu Wu, Chairman, 
Taiwan Academy of Banking and Finance, Yin-Hua Ye, 
Professor, Graduate Institute of Finance, National Chiao 
Tung University and Jennifer L. Wang, Vice President 
and Distinguished Chair Professor, Nachional Cheng-Chi 
University. The panel jointly explored possibilities for 
establishing sustainable financial structures in Taiwan. 
The conference was well received in the Taiwanese press, 
quotes from both colleagues were featured on Taiwanese 
television and in the Economic Daily News.
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Stuttgart (Germany), October 8th - 9th, 2018: Last month, 
CASM's René Schmidpeter spoke at this years German 
CSR Forum in Stuttgart. Under the motto "Sustainable 
Corporate Responsibility in the Digital World - Sharing 
Responsibility Together" , the German CSR Forum offers 

exciting lectures on the two days of the conference, plenty 
of space for exchange and networking in innovative event 
formats. The presentation of the German CSR Prize is the 
heart of the forum. 

Bled (Slovenia), October 18th - 19th, 2018: The conference 
focused on ethical and unethical leadership, and how 
ethical leadership can facilitate progress on a national 
level. CASM's René Schmidpeter held a session on "Ethical 
conduct of individuals and businesses, as a condition for 

sustainability of the economy and societies" with a focus 
on ethics as a key part of social responsibility, current 
sustainability issues and the connection between personal 
and organizational ethics and between organizational 
ethics and sustainable success.

Saarland (Germany), October 23rd, 2018: The event 
kicked off at IHK Saarland, and CASM's René Schmidpeter 
was present as a moderator. The event consisted of over 80 

entrepreneurs, and served as the beginning of a six months 
examination on how companies can more effectively and 
better align their engagement with regional challenges.

Brussels (Belgium), November 9th, 2019: CASM's own 
René Schmidpeter will speak at the 17th ABIS Colloquium 
2018 on Nov. 9th! This event focuses on sustainability as a 
business opportunity. The 2018 Colloquium aims to bring 
together leading voices from industry, academia, youth 
communities, public policy and more to address three key 
themes - circular economy, digitalization and sustainable 
finance - that have a great potential to capture the business 
opportunities generated by sustainability and will have a 
huge impact in driving the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable 
Development agenda forward.

Cologne (Germany), November 20th-21st 2018: In 
the end of November, the digitalization trade fair 
DIGITAL2018 took place in Cologne, Germany. For two 
days, hot digitization topics such as 3D printing, artificial 
intelligence and networks of the future were presented 
and discussed by 100 speakers, more than 30 partner 
companies, and a numerous exhibits. The Startup Support 
Program TechBoost by Deutsche Telekom, showcased 26 

startups who were able to present their innovative business 
ideas to visitors. CASM co-director Patrick Bungard 
visited the event and gave a speech on digitalization and 
sustainability. “It was an amazing event and a pleasure 
to take part in it” concludes Patrick Bungard after the 
event. A special thanks to Frank Barz and TechBoost who 
facilitated and strongly contributed to this great event!

DEUTSCHES CSR FORUM 2018

4TH ANNUAL CONFERENCE ON COMPLIANCE AND ETHICS 

SUSTAINABLE ENTREPRENEURSHIP - RESPONSIBILITY IN TRANSFORMATION 

17TH ABIS COLLOQUIUM 2018 

CASM DIRECTOR PATRICK BUNGARD AT DIGITAL2018 

2019

At this year's reception of the Wirtschaftjunioren Cologne, 
Patrick Bungard, Director of CASM, says that he regrets 
the inflationary use of the term sustainability. In particular, 
he states, that almost every major Western company and a 
large number of medium-sized companies today would like 
to prove that they take their social responsibility seriously 
and how well they do. However, the important question 
is to ask what motivation stands behind that. Companies 
that make sustainability a priority in order to just "do 
good and talk about it" would neither improve their 
marketing nor contribute to serious social value creation. 
Businesses should see sustainability as an "investment". 
"For me, sustainability means asking the right questions, 
seeing connections, acting and learning continuously," 
says Bungard. The format of the New Year's Reception 
was a prelude for the Junior Chamber to focus this year 
on the search for best practices in Cologne companies, to 
share their own experiences and to learn new things.

NEW YEAR RECEPTION OF THE WIRTSCHAFTS JUNIOREN COLOGNE - 
SUSTAINABLE CORPORATE MANAGEMENT AS AN UPCOMING BUSINESS MODEL

The Fridays for Future global climate strike was a great 
experience and a real success. Seeing that even the youngest 
kids already care about their future while cheering, singing 
and shouting arm in arm is such a great feeling and creates 
hope in us.

However, it is not only the young generation that made 
the day so special - thousands of teachers and scientists 
walked side by side to fight for a better future. For the 
students, professors and us, the CASM Team, it has been 
an amazing experience to demonstrate for what really 
matters to all of us in the coming years. The students 
painted plenty signs together with which they finally 
showed up to demonstrate as a team.  One student from 
the CBS International Business School states: “that gives 
you the strength and energy to truly stand up for your 
opinion and that made the day very special for all of us.”

CASM AND THE CBS INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS SCHOOL 
CSR STUDENT TEAM AT FRIDAYS FOR FUTURE IN COLOGNE
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CASM team member Silvia Damme attended the 
Rheinland-Pitch Social Impact Special in Duesseldorf to 
see what the German Social Entrepreneurship scene is 
up to in our region and beyond. Six start-ups qualified to 
pitch at the event out of 30 applicants. The sold-out event 
brought together the local social start-up scene as well as 
interested individuals for an evening of idea sharing and 

networking. At the end, the audience voted SocialBnB the 
winner. 

The Rheinland Pitch Social Entrepreneurship Special was 
realized as a cooperation between STARTPLATZ and 
SEND e.V

The Global Solutions Initiative (GSI) is a global 
collaborative enterprise to propose policy responses to 
major global problems, addressed by the G20, the G7 and 
other global governance fora. The policy recommendations 
and strategic visions are generated through a disciplined 
research program by leading research organizations, 

elaborated in policy dialogues between researchers, policy 
makers, business leaders and civil society representatives. 
This year, Director Patrick Bungard attend the event to 
gain some valuable insights and to represent us at the 
place.  

On Wednesday, 20th March, the conference nachhaltig.
digital took place in Osnabrück. The conference was an 
event organized by B.A.U.M. e.V. and had the purpose to 
connect CSR and digitalization professionals in order to 
find sustainable and efficient solutions in both areas.

In a workshop on the topic of measurement and processes 
CASM Director Patrick Bungard and Daniela Rathe from 
Porsche presented the PNI – Porsche Sustainability Index 

– which they developed in collaboration. The presentation 
of the PNI caused lively discussions on Porsche’s role in 
the sustainability movement but overall the participants 
were interested in this new classification number. CASM 
team member Helen Cramer and Anna Tönneßen joined 
the conference as well and participated in workshops on 
AI materiality analyses, and measurement tools for CSR 
and the SDGs.

HACKING HR FORUM 
IN FRANKFURT A�M� 
On April 8th, Marina Schmitz and Silvia Damme attended 
the hacking HR Forum in Frankfurt. Hacking HR was 
founded in Washington D.C. in 2017 and aims to build a 
global community around the intersection of technology, 
future of work and HR.

The evening brought together an interested audience 
with inspiring professionals working on cutting-edge 
developments and ideas for the HR world. Throughout the 
evening, speakers stressed the importance of customized 
employee-centric HR experiences and tools through 
digitalization and big data. Further, the immense impact 
automatization will have on jobs as we know them and 
the changing nature of what it takes to be employable and 
successful in the future were prominently discussed.

RHEINLAND PITCH SOCIAL IMPACT SPECIAL IN DUESSELDORF

CASM AT THE GLOBAL SOLUTIONS SUMMIT 2019 

PATRICK BUNGARD AND DANIELA RATHE PRESENTED 
THE PORSCHE SUSTAINABILITY INDEX (PNI)

On April 3rd, Marina Schmitz joined the 15th German 
CSR Forum in Stuttgart. This year's motto was: "Economy 
of climate change and sustainable financial system". The 
forum started with a speech of Prof. Dr. Ernst Ulrich von 
Weizsäcker, Honorary President of the Club of Rome, 
stating that the prices should tell the economic truth, 
suggesting possible policy actions to tackle the issue of 
climate change. His speech and theses were echoed by 
the following four speakers: Sabine Nallinger, Executive 
Director Foundation 2°, German Entrepreneurs for 
Climate Protection, claiming that the climate protection 
can be seen as a modernization project for the economy. 
Prof. Dr. Günther Bachmann, Secretary General of the 

German Council for Sustainable Development talked 
about "The German Sustainability Code is intended to 
substantially change the economy - it is misunderstood as 
a mere stylistic exercise!"

The afternoon was divided up into 12 workshops, one 
of these being "Contemporary Climate Management: 
Successful Practical Examples." The day concluded with 
the presentation of the German CSR Award 2019 by the 
Chairman of the Board of Trustees, Prof. Dr. Wolfgang 
Schuster, and the Honorary Chairman, Prof. Dr. h.c. 
Matthias Kleinert which was awarded to Albert Berner, 
founder and honorary chairman of the Berner Group.

Porsche has launched an idea competition ‘Mobility for a Better World’. 
Together with its partners, the luxury car manufacturer from Stuttgart, 
Germany, encourages students, startups, and developers to submit their ideas 
and technological innovations for a sustainable future of mobility. According 
to Porsche, the aim of the company is to introduce measures over the entire 
product lifecycle that will increase the company's added value, while taking 
ecological and social responsibility into account, thus to continuously reduce 
the negative environmental impact of its business processes and products. 
The fresh ideas of the competition could bring the firm one step closer to this 
corporate goal. Patrick Bungard is part of the jury of the competition.  

On 22 May, CASM participated in the Cologne Science 
Round Table. Anna Tönneßen, representing CBS, shared 
a business perspective as a contribution to the main topic 
"Sustainability in Europe: Shaping the Future - Developing 
Europe". According to her, in Europe companies have to 
be understood as part of the solution, not as part of the 
problem. 

Besides CBS, scientists from GESIS, Max Planck Institute 
for the Study of Societies and the University of Cologne 
shared their perspectives. Afterwards topics such as 
cohesion and solidarity, political framework conditions, 
and societal tendencies where discussed together with 
citizens of Cologne shortly before the European elections. 

MARINA SCHMITZ AT THE GERMAN CSR FORUM

PORSCHE LAUNCHES IDEAS COMPETITION FOR SUSTAINABLE MOBILITY 

COLOGNE SCIENCE ROUND TABLE (KÖLNER WIRTSCHAFTSRUNDE) 
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Last month, Marina Schmitz and Anna Tönneßen 
travelled to Ulyanovsk, Russia for the 10th International 
Personnel Forum of the Ulyanovsk Region Government 
and Ulyanovsk Region Corporate University. At the event 
on "Global Leadership in the Digitalization Era" they 
presented and discussed ideas of sustainable management 
with government representatives, scientists, and 

practitioners. Marina Schmitz gave a keynote on "How 
can we work together across generations" while Anna 
Tönneßen gave a keynote on "Collaborative leadership 
- enabling sustainable management by overcoming 
silos". Another highlight was the official roundtable on 
"Responsible Management - Fundamentals for Sustainable 
Development" hosted by officials of the Ulyanovsk region. 

The company Plastika Skaza d.o.o. is the winner of this 
year's German Economy Prize, which is awarded by the 
German-Slovenian Chamber of Industry and Commerce 
(AHK) in cooperation with the Embassy of the Federal 
Republic of Germany in Slovenia as well as the WISE 
Institute for Sustainability and Ethics in Emerging Markets. 

The expert jury consisted of Prof. René Schmidpeter, 
Chairman of the WISE Institute and holder of the Dr. 
Juergen Meyer Chair; Bernhard Hauer, Deputy Ambassador 

of the Federal Republic of Germany in Slovenia, Claus 
Wallenstein, Director of MAN Truck & Bus Slovenija, as 
well as the representative of last year's award winner Uzin 
Utz, Uwe Miess, authorized representative of the company 
and Sales Manager for Central and Southern Europe, 
and Gertrud Rantzen, Managing Director the German-
Slovenian Chamber of Commerce and 
Industry. 

GOING EAST 

GERMAN ECONOMY AWARD 2019  

On July 3rd, CASM project manager Silvia Damme visited 
the 7th NRW (North RhineWestphalia) Sustainability 
Congress at the World Congress Center in Bonn. Since 
2012, the congress serves as a platform to connect 
sustainability players of the state and to encourage idea 
and knowledge exchange within the region. As moderators 
and speakers agreed that sustainability has arrived in the 
every-day lives of organizations and companies, the term 
"Zukunftskunst" "future art", coined by Prof. Dr. Uwe 
Schneidewind, acted as a guiding theme of discussions. It 
encourages the integration of art's skills of observation and 
transformation within science. Aim should be the creation 

and communication of a positive, inspirational image of the 
future as well as to manage ambitious aspirations without 
losing people along the way. In a humoristic - yet urging 
- speech, German moderator and comedian Dr. Eckert 
von Hirschhausen presented his view on sustainability 
today and concluded: "We do not need to protect the 
environment, but save our own butts. Apparently it hasn't 
arrived in our heads yet, that the next ten years will devide 
on what the next thousand years on this planet will look 
like." He called upon politicians to be more courageous in 
their actions and to dare surprising people: "People will 
adapt to a whole lot of things surprisingly fast."

René Schmidpeter was in Slovenia as one of the keynote 
speakers at the Management Congress 2019 with the 
motto: People, Planet, Profit.  
 

"In the sustainability field, a change of mindset is necessary 
because sustainable development is similar to car brakes: 
because we habe them, we can drive faster. The better the 
brakes, the faster we can afford to drive."  

Under the topic "Are we still on course? or how to manage change processes sustainably." Patrick Bungard presented 
approaches, "smart tips" and practical examples, as well as establishing and discussing the relationship to the huge 
change topic of "sustainability". 

The annual Mainfränkische Mittelstandstag of the IHK 
Würzburg-Schweinfurt is an integral part of the annual 
programme of the Mainfränkische Wirtschaftskammer. 
René Schmidpeter was there as a speaker and spoke about 
the paradigm shift in the economy.  

7TH NRW SUSTAINABILITY CONGRESS 

MANAGEMENT CONGRESS 2019
PEOPLE - PROFIT – PEOPLE MANAGERS ASSOCIATION OF SLOVENIA  

LECTURE FOR KEYPLAYERS 

MAINFRÄNKISCHE MITTELSTANDSTAG 
IHK WÜRZBURG-SCHWEINFURT 
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Beautiful new world? Are you looking into the future with suspicion and perhaps concern?  
In Linz, René Schmidpeter was part of the round table discussion on the topic of future work. The discussions focused on 
the topic: Working in the digital age, which for many means above all a large and potent degree of flexibility and mobility. 
You can work wherever and whenever you want.  

René Schmidpeter represented the CASM at an international Sustainability conference in Bonn at the Bundeskunsthalle. 
The aim of this event was to take an honest stock of the great challenges facing the world community in the fields of 
development, energy and climate with a special focus on Africa. 

Rat für nachhaltige Entwicklung (RNE) 
At the beginning of September Silvia Damme and Christophe Funk were together in Berlin at 
"DIE ANSAGE" of the German Council for Sustainable Development (RNE). They took part in various workshops 
to formulate announcements, that The RNE passed on to representatives of the German Federal Government, who 
represent the country in New York during the Climate Change Conference.  

REGIONALHUB HANNOVER 
As a partner of the German network for a sustainable Higher Education Institutions landscape (Hoch N) Silvia Damme 
joined the Hoch N network meeting in Hannover on September 16th. For a day, Hoch N university actors as well as 
practitioners of other fields exchanged their experience and discussed impulses on promoting sustainable development 
in higher education. A special focus was set on the requirements and success factors of inter- and transdisciplinary 
partnerships. 

The Zukunftskonferenz (Future Conference) with the title 
“Actively Shaping Research at Universities of Applied 
Sciences”, took place on 4-5th September 2019. During 
the two-day BMBF event in the Grand Hall Zollverein in 
Essen, there was the opportunity to exchange ideas with 
actors from research at universities of applied sciences, such 
as researchers from universities, their cooperation partners 
from science and industry, university management and high-
ranking company representatives. During the conference, 
we discussed major issues, such as demographic change, 
international competition, climate change challenges for 

urban and rural areas, and digital transformation as well 
as how to foster start-ups and entrepreneurial spirit among 
students. The community raised awareness and strongly 
supports enlargement of funding schemes for applied 
research from universities of applied sciences, which are 
currently heavily underrepresented compared to the huge 
research funding budgets of universities. Additionally, the 
right to award doctorates at universities of applied sciences 
needs further scaling-up at universities of applied sciences, 
which show an increasing scientific standard comparable 
to universities. 

THE FUTURE OF WORK  

SHAPING THE FUTURE RESPONSIBLY 

DIE ANSAGE 

HOCH N NETWORK MEETING 

ZUKUNFTSKONFERENZ ACTIVELY SHAPE RESEARCH 
AT UNIVERSITIES OF APPLIED SCIENCES 

Management Education for a Changing World 
The 27th CEEMAN Annual Conference, with the title 
“Management Education for a Changing World”, took 
place from 25-27 September 2019 in the city of Wrocław, 
Poland. The conference was co-organized with the Wrocław 
University of Economics (WUE). Besides panel discussions 
centered around the topics of implications of digitalization 
and AI for business schools and management education, 
two keynotes were provided by Dr. Daniel Susskind and 
Lana Popović. Dr. Susskind, Fellow in Economics at 
Balliol College, Oxford University, explores the impact 
of technology, particularly artificial intelligence, on work 

and society in his keynote entitled AI and the Future of 
the Professions - Implications for Management and for 
Management Education. Lana Popović is President of the 
Central and Eastern Europe business unit of The Coca-
Cola Company and talked about Teaching, Research, and 
Connections to Education that Business Needs to Meet the 
Challenges Ahead. Both agreed that we need to embrace 
change to remain future-fit and refocus on (human) 
attributes, which provide added value for business and 
society alike. 

As keynote speaker René Schmidpeter introduced the 
visitors of the conference to the paradigm shift. Afterwards 
the awards "German Image Award", "Integrated 
Communication Award" and "Most Sustainable Brand" 
were presented. On the second day, René Schmidpeter 
and Christophe Funk also represented CASM at the 
discussions and lectures, where over 300 decision-makers 
from communication and marketing came together to 

talk about current trends. Under the motto "Responsible 
Brands - How strong brands convince even better", experts 
from companies and research presented tried and tested 
activities and indicated the direction. As a special highlight, 
the new CBS Master's programme for sustainability was 
invited to the conference and was able to see the scholar 
put into practice and participate in the discussion.  

Christophe Funk was in Berlin to represent the CASM. 
The focus was on the Global Goals which were discussed. 
The Global Goals Forum sees itself as a "marketplace of 
ideas":  At a time when unpredictability seems to be the 
signature of our world, the conference provides leading 
personalities from politics and business with a forum to 
discuss key issues such as fair globalization, climate change 
and corporate responsibility. 

27TH CEEMAN ANNUAL CONFERENCE  

DEUTSCHER MARKEN SUMMIT - RESPONSIBLE BRANDS  

GLOBAL GOALS FORUM 2019 
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IN COOPERATION WITH CEEMAN & THE WISE INSTITUT  
The Conference at our partner institution, the IEDC 
School of Management in cooperation with the Academy 
of Management looked at what “responsible leadership” 
means in the context of a rapidly changing world, 
particularly in rising and transforming economies. 
 
At this conference René Schmidpeter had the opportunity 
to invite personalities from politics, business and academia 
to his kitchen table to discuss the most important 
sustainability topics. During two hours Danilo Türk, 
Therese Noorlander, Danica Purg, Mollie Painter, Arnold 
Schmith, Frank Barz and Liangrong Zu discussed the 
differences and similarities as well as challenges of the three 
parties. Especially the communication and the renewed 
focus on the topic were decisive factors. 
 

On the occasion of the Horizon2020 project under the name "New HORIZON - Sharing responsibility" Patrick 
Bungard, lecturer of the CBS and director for the CASM, spoke at the workshop on responsible research and innovation 
at GENESIS - The Leibniz Institute for Social Sciences.  
 

AOM CONFERENCE: RESPONSIBLE LEADERSHIP IN RISING ECONOMIES  

HORIZON NEW HORIZON - SHARING RESPONSIBILITY 

ACA INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE: THE ENGAGED UNIVERSITY 

3RD GERMAN CSR COMMUNICATION CONGRESS  

During the other days Christophe Funk represented the 
CASM, where it was mainly the cultural differences in 
the approach to the sustainability issue that were in the 
foreground.  

From October 16th to 17th 2019, CASM project manager 
Silvia Damme attended the annual ACA (Academic 
Cooperation Association) conference in beautiful Bled, 
Slovenia. Under the title “The engaged university: 
Linking the global to the local”, experts, international 
coordinators and researchers from around Europe and 
the world discussed the role of international higher 
education institutions within their communities. Next 
to internationalization, the themes of this event were 
social responsibility; civic engagement, active citizenship 
and 'service learning'; innovation and knowledge and 
technology transfer; diversity and inclusion, as well 
as ethics and values. Apart from the presentation and 
discussion of expert inputs, the event provided an excellent 
platform for collaboration and gave room to explore 
future project ideas and opportunities between HEIs. 

On 14 and 15 November the 3rd German CSR Communication Congress took place in Osnabrück. On this congress, 
the focus was on corporate responsibility and sustainability, that are increasingly the focus of public debate. But even 
within companies, CSR management is increasingly becoming a critical success factor. Successful communication of 
responsibility, but also responsibility within communication, is therefore also indispensable for corporate success. For 
this reason, Patrick Bungard was there as a lecturer and booth to answer visitors' questions when he discussed current 
topics from the perspective of sustainability.   

On October 9th, Femnet e.V. joined us for a guest 
workshop on “From exploitation to sustainability in 
fashion – ecological and social certificates and standards in 
textile supply chains”. Sustainable fashion expert Annika 
Cornellisen discussed topics of fashion supply chains and 
current challenges of the industry with a special focus on 

labeling and certification with 26 students. The workshop 
offered an examination of important criteria of ecological 
and social product-certificates and standards. The students 
learned to locate the most important standards along the 
textile supply chain and to recognize what credibility lies 
behind the production conditions they claim. 

On November 19, 2019, CBS co-hosted with the 
University of INTI in Malaysia the first online symposium 
"Dialogues Across Boarders" organized by CASM and 
Dr. Mehran Najmaei. The two schools met online to 
exchange knowledge and share a learning experience. 
While each country hosted a symposium locally, the two 
panels connected online for a joint meeting of experts and 
students. After a short welcoming speech by CBS President 
Prof. Dr. habil. Lisa Fröhlich the INTI expert panel 
presented contributions on the topic "Implementation of 
the UN Agenda 2030 Sustainable Development Goals in 
Malaysia" (Assoc. Prof. Dr. Michael Chaim, Assoc. Prof. 
Dr. Hossein Nezakati and JCI Senator Andy Lau Eng 
Leong). CBS Prof. Dr. Nils Finger and Chancellor Fellow 
Vaishali Baid each gave presentations on "Impacts of global 
procurement and sustainable supply chain management". 
In addition, a group of CBS students presented their 
market research results on the introduction of the Re-Cup 
deposit system in the CBS cafeteria, a system for avoiding 
of disposable coffee cups.

FROM EXPLOITATION TO SUSTAINABILITY: 
WORKSHOP ON TODAY'S FASHION INDUSTRY

"DIALOGUES ACROSS BOARDERS" CROSS-BORDER KNOWLEDGE EXCHANGE
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René Schmidpeter was as speaker part of the discussion 
on climate adaption and water organized by the 
Business Council for Sustainable Development in 
Hungary, where he represented the Center for Advanced 
Sustainable Management as well as the World Institute 
of Sustainability and Ethics (WISE). “Companies have 
to realign their business models, minimizing any negative 

effects and keeping the positive effects for society as high 
as possible. The more positive the impact, the higher the 
entrepreneurial return. More and more top executives are 
realizing that these farreaching environmental and social 
changes are leading to unpredictable risks but, at the same 
time, are also creating unforeseen business opportunities.” 

In cities, many of today's problems are concentrated, 
ranging from environmental damage to the waste of 
resources and social differences. Agenda 2030 puts the 
spotlight on this issue. Regio.Net raised awareness of those 
problems. Prof. Dr. René Schmidpeter gave a lecture on the 
topic: "Responsible corporate management: Where is the 

journey heading? In the context of the forums "Mobility 
Turnaround in Wiesbaden" and "Sustainable Finances", 
the participating companies then discussed how the 
mobility turnaround in Wiesbaden can succeed and what 
effects money flows can have on sustainable development. 

As expert of International Business Ethics and Corporate 
Social Responsibility, René Schmidpeter spoke of a 
megatrend with a great opportunity for small and medium-
sized enterprises. The conclusion of the expert evening: A 

green-social company orientation offers potential for cost 
reduction, opening up new markets and, above all, for 
customer and employee retention. Topics that can play an 
important role in future economic success. 

Compliance and ethics can underpin the competitiveness 
of the Slovenian economy René Schmidpeter participated 
as speaker and spoke on examples from the automotive 

and other industries about why and how to integrate CSR 
and ethics goals into the core business strategy and into the 
management system of large organizations. 

SUSTAINABILITY AND POSITIVITY TRUMP PROFITABILITY

REGIO�NET: FÜR EIN NACHHALTIGES WIESBADEN 

FIT FÜR DIE ZUKUNFT MEETS DIU-EXPERTENABEND 

LEADERSHIP INTEGRITY AS A FACTOR IN IMPROVING COMPETITIVENESS 

The WBH Science Forum in November 2019 was held under 
the guiding theme of "Sustainability at Distance Learning 
Universities" and aimed in particular at "Education for 
Sustainable Development (ESD) in Academic Distance 
Learning". CASM project manager Silvia Damme shared 
experience and insights from CBS and our understanding of 
sustainable management education in her keynote speech 
on: “Sustainable management as a new management 
paradigm: Impact on Teaching & Curricula”.

To finalize CASM’s participation in the 2019 Pioneers into Practice program, Silvia Damme took part in the international 
workshop on system innovation in November 2019. During the two days program, Pioneers, host organizations and 
Climate-KIC facilitators discussed and explored global challenges from a systems thinking perspective and got the chance 
to network with participants from all around Europe.  

Marina Schmitz participated in the CESD 2019 Conference in Kaohsiung City, Taiwan (8th -12th November 2019), 
on the topic of “Mindset and Understanding of Corporate Social Responsibility and Sustainable Development: East 
vs. West”. Special Guests of this year’s conference are Ed Freeman (renown for proposing the stakeholder theory) and 
Stan Shih (renown for proposing the smiling curve theory). This international conference was hosted jointly by the 
Ecological Development Union Asia (EDUA) and National Kaohsiung University of Science and Technology (NKUST) in 
collaboration with the Center for Advanced Sustainable Management at CBS and the WISE Institute.

WBH SCIENCE FORUM 2019

CLIMATE-KIC PIONEERS INTO PRACTICE: INTERNATIONAL WORKSHOP

2019 CONFERENCE ON ETHICS AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT (CESD2019) 

Marina Schmitz attended the STTPA (Sustainability: 
Transdisciplinary Theory, Practice, and Action) Conference 
at the University of Toronto Mississauga campus from 
October 16-18, 2019. As there is an increasing number 
of new conferences on the topic of sustainability across 
the globe, the STTPA, however, still provides an exception. 
It provides focuses on transdisciplinary with the aim of 
reducing silo-thinking, e.g. between the social and natural 
and human sciences. The participants and organizers 
expressed their wish to continue the conference series on 
a biannual basis. So stay tuned for the next conference in 
2021! To feel the vibe of this conference and the particular 
sessions that were discussed, you are granted free access to 

plenary and sub-plenary recordings here.  
 
Some of Marina’s highlights include keynotes by the young 
female entrepreneurs Fatima and Amna Sultan with their 
social enterprise “Two sisters on a mission" (recently 
also successfully presenting their idea in Canada's TV 
show "Dragon's Den", Dr. David Suzuki’s speech on 
“The Challenge of the 21st Century: Setting the Bottom 
Line in the Anthropocene” , and Gregory Cajete’s talk 
on “Foundations for Sustainable Indigenous Education 
and Community Re-Vitalization in Response to Global 
Climate Change”. 

SUSTAINABILITY: TRANSDISCIPLINARY THEORY, PRACTICE AND ACTION  
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8TH INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON 
SUSTAINABILITY AND RESPONSIBILITY 
FROM NOVEMBER 14TH-16TH 2018 
IN COLOGNE (GERMANY) 
Some time has passed since we hosted the 8th International 
Conference on Sustainability and Responsibility and the 5th 
Responsible Management Education Research Conference 
in Cologne. During the conference critical questions 
about the current state and concepts of Corporate Social 
Responsibility were raised: Is the Triple Bottom Line still 
valid? Has CSR solved any problems or do we need to 
move on to a new thinking of business and sustainability? 
The conference encouraged participants from diverse fields 
of expertise to start a new discussion on sustainability – 
and was a success.

The 8ICSR started with a pre-event at the Chamber of 
Industry and Commerce Cologne where Wayne Visser, 
holder of the Sustainable Transformation Chair at 
Antwerp Management School, presented his concept of 
Integrated Value. The first day kicked off with a keynote 
speech by Lize Booysen, Professor of Organizational 
Behavior and Leadership at the Graduate School of 
Leadership and Change at Antioch University, who called 
for action and stressed the importance of sustainable 
leadership. Throughout the day, expert panels, solution 
stages, interactive workshops were held to work on a new 
vision of CSR, sustainable management, and responsible 
leadership.

In the afternoon, John Elkington, founder of the Triple 
Bottom Line, and conference host René Schmidpeter 
held a discourse on their respective concepts. While 
Elkington, who revised his concept of the Triple Bottom 
Line earlier this year, explained that the original idea 
was misinterpreted and led to a trade-off thinking which 

did not result in effective CSR. It therefore needed to be 
adapted and transformed to current circumstances. René 
Schmidpeter argued that the Triple Bottom Line has to 
be re-interpreted. The old concept has to be changed to 
an inclusive sustainability concept based on the idea of 
‘thinking the present from the future’ and by putting focus 
on impact first. Furthermore old trade-off thinking needs 
to be overcome. He said that it is time to challenge old 
school sustainability thinking on its philosophical base and 
to take on a new perspective which integrates profitability 
and sustainability to one holistic concept.

The first day closed with the Lifetime Achievement CSR 
Award which was awarded to Robert Eccles, Founding 
Chairman of the Sustainability Accounting Standards 
Board (SASB) and one of the founders of the International 
Integrated Reporting Council (IIRC). Eccles was honored 
by George Kell, Chairman of Arabesque and Founding 
Director of the UN Global Compact, for his work on 
integrated reporting.

from November 12th - 13th in Cologne (Germany)
PRME Regional Chapter DACH has the pleasure of 
inviting you to attend and contribute to the conference 
on “Leadership Development for Advancing the 
Implementation of the Sustainable Development Goals” 
that will be co-organized by PRME Secretariat, PRME 
Anti-poverty Working Group, and the Center for Advanced 
Sustainable Management at CBS International Business 
School, Cologne, Germany, which will host the event. 

The goal of the conference is to discuss how research and 
the management education community, in collaboration 
with businesses, policy makers, NGOs, youth, media, and 
other stakeholders can best support the ongoing flagship 
initiatives of UN Global Compact and PRME that focus 
on responsible leadership development for advancing the 
implementation of the Sustainable Development Goals 
(SDGs).

5TH RESPONSIBLE MANAGEMENT 
EDUCATION RESEARCH CONFERENCE

On day two of the international conference, Edward 
Freeman, Elis and Signe Olsson Professor of Business 
Administration at University of Virginia’s Darden School 
and founder of Stakeholder Theory, gave a keynote 
speech and shared his thoughts to tackle societal issues 
by creating a ‘new story of business’. Moreover, Business 
representatives such as Timm Duffner, 'Social Activist' for 
Ben & Jerry's Germany and founder of HEYHO! granola 
roastery, and Malin Ripa, head of CR of the Volvo Group, 
talked about their company's methods of doing CSR. After 
various interactive sessions, art tours, public pitches, and 
networking opportunities, Ernst Ulrich von Weizsäcker, 
Co-Chair of the International Panel for Sustainable 
Resource Management and Honorary President of the 
Club of Rome, explained his ideas on why we need a 
‘new enlightenment’ to achieve sustainability. After him, 
Kalpona Akter an activist for workers’ rights in the textile 
and clothing industry in Bangladesh and CEO of the 
Bangladesh Center for Worker Solidarity (BCWS), gave a 
touching speech getting standing ovations for her vibrant 
and powerful words calling for action.

After insightful speeches, interactive workshops, and 
intensive discussions the conference days were closed by 
two evening events. On Wednesday, the participants were 
invited to join a traditional night at the historic Cologne 
City Hall. Local traditions such as a carnival dance group 
and regional food, as well as a speech by mayor Henriette 
Reker were highlights of this evening. On Thursday, the 
closing event took place at the Zoo of Cologne with a 
delicious dinner, local beer, and music. 

The two-day conference offered a platform for change-
makers from all over the world, providing the opportunity 
to exchange and share ideas through various formats. 
Not only did the 8ICSR offer panels, presentations, and 
workshops, but also gave the stage to everyone who was 
seeking for collaboration opportunities to implement 
sustainable business models. Furthermore, the conference 
allowed students to integrate their views and ideas. Looking 
back, the conference achieved what we were aiming for: 
animated discussions, knowledge exchange, sharing of new 
ideas, critical reflections on the status quo, brainstorming 
on solutions for pressing topics, diverse participants and 
speakers, and an essential message to spread: we have to 
rethink our current way of doing CSR, because the CSR 
we have been doing in the past is not sufficient for the 
global challenges we are and will be facing. 
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42 Nations 160 Speakers

2 Exhibition Areas 
5 Action Zones

10 Interactive Spaces

10 Solution Stages

22 Expert Insights

PARTICIPANTS

RESPONSIBLE LEADERSHIP IN TIMES OF TRANSFORMATION 

Conference Chair: René Schmidpeter, The Center for Advanced Sustainable Management at CBS International Business 
School (Lead), Sarah Jastram, Hamburg School of Business Administration and Joachim Schwalbach, Humboldt 
University of Berlin

Conference Coordinator: Monika Kolb, Center for Advanced Sustainable Management at CBS International Business 
School 
Academic Coordinator: Marina Schmitz, Center for Advanced Sustainable Management at CBS International Business 
School

OUR CONFERENCE IN THE LATEST CSR GUIDE 2019 
The CSR-Guide has been published annually since 2010, 
as a comprehensively researched review of Austrian 
companies' performance in sustainability and CSR. The 
guide has been continuously developed over the past 10 
years and is presented in the form of 32 comprehensible 
entrepreneurial case studies, many interesting inputs and 
discussions and a complete service section with overviews 
of the most important consultants, courses, literature, 
networks and much more. 

For the 10th edition of the Guide and as part of our 
conference, six international experts discussed the role 
of CSR in business, politics, and education - and how 
digitalization also influences the future of CSR. One of 
these experts has been René Schmidpeter.  

AVERAGE AGE
38

MALE
190

FEMALE
241

BUSINESS
41 %

ACADEMIA
46 %

CIVIL SOCIETY
13 %

NATIONS REPRESENTED
42
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•  5th International Conference on CSR, Sustainability, 
Ethics and Governance 
June 27th - 29th 2018  
Santander, Spain   
CASM and CBS International Business School: 
Supporting organization 
Prof. Dr. René Schmidpeter: Organizing Committee

•  The 2018 Annual Conference Strategic 
Communications in Business and Society  
September 6th - 7th 2018  
Tokyo, Japan   
Prof. Dr. René Schmidpeter: Steering Committee

•  Symposium "CSR-Guidelines and Diversity - Practical 
Implementation" 
February 14th 2018  
Berlin, Germany   
Prof. Dr. René Schmidpeter: speech

•  Next Generation Leadership Conference 
May 30th 31st 2018 
Pretoria, South Aftica   
CASM Partner

•  5th anniversary of WEISS Institute 
May 15th 2018  
Klagenfurt, Austria 
Prof. Dr. René Schmidpeter: Keynote Speaker

•  CSR-Management Forum 2018 
June 7th 2018 
Nürnberg, Germany 
Prof. Dr. René Schmidpeter: Keynote Speaker

•  International Conference BASIQ 2018 - New Trends in 
Sustainable Business and Consumption 
June 11th - 13th 2018 
Heidelberg, Germany 
Prof. Dr. René Schmidpeter: Keynote Speaker

•  7th Italian Conference on Social and Environmental 
Accounting Research 
September 20th - 21st 2018  
Urbino, Italy   
Prof. Dr. René Schmidpeter: Scientific International 
Committee

•  German CSR Forum 
October 8th - 9th 2018 
Stuttgart, Germany 
Prof. Dr. René Schmidpeter: Scientific Committee

•  FEMNET Conference 2018 - SewLUTIONS für die 
Zukunft der Bekleidungsindustrie 
November 15th - 16th 2018 
Hamburg, Germany

•  Expert Panel on Biodiversity at Heinz Sielmann 
Foundation  
June 14, 2018  
Berlin, Germany   
Prof. Dr. René Schmidpeter: Keynote Speaker 

•  4th BASIQ International conference 
June 2018 
Prof. Dr. René Schmidpeter Keynote Speaker

•  Conference on CSR trends 
June 2018 
Bled, Slovenia 
Prof. Dr. René Schmidpeter Keynote Speaker

•  CSR Management Forum of the IHK 
June 2018 
Nuremberg, Germany 
Prof. Dr. René Schmidpeter Keynote Speaker

•  Crenet Annual Conference 2018 
June 2018 
Munich, Germany 
Prof. Dr. René Schmidpeter Keynote Speaker

•  International Conference on Corporate Social 
Responsibility, Sustainability, Ethics and Governance 
June 2018 
Cantabria, Spain 
Prof. Dr. René Schmidpeter Keynote Speaker

•  Brazilian German Business Days 
June 2018 
Cologne, Germany 
Monika Kolb and Rodrigo Mello

•  Annual Convention of DNWE 
June 2018 
Frankfurt, Germany 
Monika Kolb and Haden Cosman

GUEST CONTRIBUTIONS AND COOPERATION

•  CESD 2018 - International Conference on Ethics and 
Sustainable Development 
September 28 -  October 1, 2018 
Taipei, Taiwan, R.O.C. 
Prof. Dr. René Schmidpeter: Co-Organizer and Keynote 
Speaker 
Prof. Dr. Lisa Fröhlich: Keynote Speaker 

•  Österreichischer CSR Tag 2018 
October 10, 2018 
St. Pölten, Austria 
Prof. Dr. René Schmidpeter: Keynote Speaker

•  GreenTech Forum Slovenia 2018 
September 12, 2018 
Bled, Slovenia 
Prof. Dr. René Schmidpeter: Speaker, Panelist

•  7th Italian Conference on Social and Environmental 
Accounting Research 
September 20 - 21, 2018 
Urbino, Italy

•  EICE Annual Conference  
October 18 - 19, 2018 
Bled, Slovenia 
Prof. Dr. René Schmidpeter: Speaker

•  IHK Saarland - Sustainable Entrepreneurship - 
Responsibility in Transformation Event 
Tuesday, October 23, 2018 
Saarland, Germany 
Prof. Dr. René Schmidpeter: Moderator

•  Digital 2018 
November 7th - 8th 2018 
Cologne, Germany  
CASM Director Patrick Bungard: Speaker

•  9th Annual Conference 2019 
“CSR/Sustainability in Management Education” 
5 - 6 September 2019 
Tokyo, Japan 
Prof. Lisa Fröhlich (Keynote Speaker) 
Prof. Rene Schmidpeter (Academic Committee)

•  4th International Conference 
on New Business Models 
1 - 3 July 2019 
Berlin, Germany  
Prof. Rene Schmidpeter (Steering Comittee)

•  15th German CSR-Forum 2019 
"The Economics of Climate Change and Sustainable 
Financial Systems" 
3rd April 2019 
Stuttgart, Germany 
Prof. Rene Schmidpeter (Academic Head), Patrick 
Bungard (Speaker)

•  India CSR Leadership Summit & Awards 2019 
Giving Back  
1st April 2019 
New Delhi, India 
Prof. Rene Schmidpeter (Speaker)

•  6th International Conference on CSR, Sustainability, 
Ethics & Governance 2019  
12 - 13 June 2019 
InterContinental Hotel, King Abdullah bin Abdul Aziz 
Al Saud Street, Abu Dhabi 
Prof. Rene Schmidpeter (International Scientific 
Committee)

•  Responsible Leadership in Rising Economies in Bled 
23 - 25 October 2019 
IEDC Bled School of Management, Bled, Slovenia

•  German Economy Award 2019 
4 June 2019 
Slovenia 
Prof. Rene Schmidpeter (Jury)

•  X. International Personnel Forum  
“Global Leadership in Digitalization Era” 
May 2019 
Ulyanovsk 
Marina Schmitz (Keynote Speaker) 
Leader or Follower – how we can work together across 
generations?

•  4th International Conference on New Business Models 
1-3 July 2019  
ESCP Europe Berlin, Berlin, Germany 
Prof. Rene Schmidpeter (Steering Comittee)

•  9th Annual Conference on CSR/Sustainability in 
Management Education 
5-6 September 2019  
Waseda University, Tokyo, Japan  
Prof. Rene Schmidpeter (Academic Committee)  
Prof. Lisa Fröhlich (Keynote Speaker) 
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•  IHK Würzburg - Mittelstand 2020  
Resilienz und Verantwortung in der Wirtschaft  
18th September 2019   
Prof. Rene Schmidpeter: Keynote Speaker 

•  3rd German CSR Communication Congress   
"The successful communication of responsibility, but 
also the responsibility within communication"  
14-15 November 2019  
Congress Center Osnabrück Osnabrück, Germany  
Patrick Bungard: Panelist 

•  Presentation and panel on  
"Sind wir noch auf Kurs?" or how to navigate 
sustainable change processes 
19 September 2019  
Keyplay Consulting, HRS GmbH Köln  
Patrick Bungard: Keynote Speaker 

•  13. Deutscher Marken-Summit (13th German Brand 
Summit) Responsible Brands  
16-17 October  2019,  
F.A.Z. Institut, Harley Davidson Factory, Frankfurt am 
Main  
Prof. René Schmidpeter: Keynote Speaker 

•  Wissenschaftsforum 2019 (Science Forum) Education 
for sustainable development in academic distance 
learning  
8 November 2019  
Wilhelm Büchner Hochschule, Darmstadt  
Silvia Damme (Keynote Speaker) 

•  “Sustainability: Transdisciplinary Theory, Practice, and 
Action (STTPA) Conference” 
October 2019 
University of Toronto, Toronto 
Marina Schmitz (Conference Speaker) 
China’s Migrant Workers: The Blind Spot on its 
Sustainability Policy Agenda

WISE ANNUAL 
REPORT 2018
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Prepared by: Danica Purg, Rene Schmidpeter, 
Rok Ramšak, Marina Schmitz

INTRODUCTION

If we were to think about one word that would describe 
the last few years, it would probably be: unprecedented. 
The whole world is going through a big transformation 
and there is no turning back. Digitalization, sustainability 
and rising economies are challenging the way how we 
conduct business. 

In order to develop innovative businesses, we need 
Responsible leadership and sustainable management as 
new business paradigms. All over the world leading think-
tanks are working together with businesses, NGOs and 
academia to develop a new mindset for change-makers 
and leading business executives. 

We have discovered that centers for excellence and global 
networks for sustainability and ethics already exist in 
different parts of the world. However, WISE provides 
a joint venture of leading research centers in order to 
scale their own projects and ideas. It is supposed to be a 
lighthouse for developing a new business paradigm and 
distribute it through the respective networks in different 
parts of the world. The cornerstones of this approach are 
sustainability conferences, global research projects, joint 
educational programs, partnerships between business and 
academia, and development of innovative prototypes for 
management and leadership with a truly global perspective.
Commitment to sustainable development and CSR is 
not just something that is nice to have. It is not about 

publishing a sustainability report or having an add-on 
CSR department. Real commitment means to develop 
business strategies which generate a positive impact for 
our societies. Business is the solution, and should not be 
seen as the problem for sustainable development. Business 
needs to think about the present from the future! Our 
Businesses will only be competitive on the world market 
and keep the license to operate in the future if we find 
entrepreneurial solutions for the world challenges (Climate 
Change, Scarcity of Resources, Rising World Population, 
and Technological Transformation). 

WISE can provide latest knowledge about responsible 
leadership and sustainable management from diverse 
cultures and regions of the world. It can help companies 
strengthen their competiveness through transforming 
their business models, developing sustainable strategies 
and organize collaborative innovation. Through our 
excellent researchers and societal networks WISE is the 
ideal partner for an ever more global and digital world 
economy. Together with business we will organize 
international studies and benchmarks, and engage in 
strategy development and executive trainings in the field of 
sustainability, ethics and transformational management, 
always taking into consideration the latest global 
developments and the challenges of the future and using 
the knowledge of leading research institutes in the world.

ABOUT THE INSTITUTE

The main aim of the Institute is to address the gap in the 
global efforts to propel sustainability and ethics to even-
greater prominence and to further strengthen efforts for 
relevant research.
Headquartered at IEDC-Bled School of Management, 
Postgraduate studies (IEDC), with regional offices in 

Germany, China, and Africa. There are already plans to 
expand to Latin America, India, Russia, etc. WISE is led 
by the international board of founding partners, which 
currently consist of representatives from the following 
institutions:

The International Board held its first meeting on 
September 19, 2018 in Prague. The Board used the first 
meeting to decide on the shared vision and values of the 
Institute as well as to confirm the further development 
strategy. The Institute will benefit from current networks 
to assimilate the efforts of current initiatives in different 
regions in the world. In each of these cases, a growing 

body of knowledge and expertise lead to excellence in 
different areas of responsible management education and 
sustainable development. Embedded in our connections 
with global and regional networks, the WISE Institute 
will combine the efforts of partners worldwide to drive 
the importance of topics of ethics and sustainability to an 
international level

IEDC Bled School of 
Management, Slovenia

CBS International 
Business School, 

Germany

National Institute for 
Innovation Management 
at Zhejiang University, 

China

University of 
Stellenbosch Business 
School, South Africa
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As such, WISE will address the unique needs of 
sustainability professionals in rising economies through:

• context-relevant research and publications,
• professional development and
• networking events.

Furthermore, we aim to cover all the three core areas of 
integrated sustainability: ethics & compliance, social 
responsiveness and environmental responsibility.

WISE also aims to connect the most prominent partners 
from the corporate world. Corporate partners will support 
the day-to-day operations as well as special projects of 
WISE. In return, the corporate partners will draw many 
advantages from membership, including visibility, most up 
to date research results, access to relevant research and a 
voice at the WISE board. Corporate partners will have an 
opportunity to propose local and international research 
project and other types of activities. All partners will work 
on attracting corporate partners to support both local and 
global efforts of the Institute.

Although the inaugural meeting of the International Board 
was held in September 2018, the Institute already started 
working on organization of various educational and 
promotional events on a regional and international level, 
as well as started working of first publications.
In November 2018, the new WISE webpage was finalized 
and officially launched at the 8th international CSR 
conference in Cologne. While website currently offers 
information about the Institute, its partner organizations 
and sponsors, as well as news, events and blogposts, we 
are planning to expand the website by the end of 2019 to 
also feature an interactive database of case studies and best 
practice examples.

On 5th of June, 2018, WISE organized its first local 
conference on Sustainable Transformation in Slovenia 
together with Ekvilib Institute. Topics of Transformation 
from traditional to sustainable business models, were 
discussed, while four companies presented their best 
practice examples of participation with NGOs. More 
than 70 participants attended the conference. A series of 
keynote speeches and an engaging panel presented topics 
such as why there is a need for sustainable business models, 
how sustainability can be integrated in various business 
practices, and what are the merits of a circular economy.

The event also presented finalists of the CSR award 
scheme for partnerships, innovation and impact, awarded 
by the Network for Social Responsibility of Slovenia. 
Following the audience vote, which was won by Generali 
for their campaign on raising awareness about the dangers 
of drunk driving, Mariborski vodovod was awarded the 
prize in the SME category for their extensive project to 

ACTIVITIES IN 2018

EVENTS

make their billing system as well as their entire website 
accessible to visually impaired users. The winner in 
the category for bigger corporations was the insurance 
company Triglav, whose project aimed at decreasing traffic 
accidents combined various measures by engaging local 
communities.

On September 12, 2018, WISE hosted the first GreenTech 
Forum, which was connected to Bled Strategic Forum and 
was organized by Center of Energy Efficiency Solutions. 
More that 60 Participants attended the event. The event 
highlighted the importance of the transition to a green 
economy that, with many innovations, brings new global 
opportunities in the environmental, social and economic 
fields. It connected various actors who can positively 
influence a better strategy for the development of the 
green economy in Slovenia, and emphasized that it is 
the responsibility of decision-makers and representatives 
of the economy to act swiftly and contribute to the 
transformation of the economy towards sustainable 
development.

During October 18-19, 2018, WISE was a co-organizer of 
the Conference on Compliance and Ethics in collaboration 
with EISEP Institute. The main topic of the conference was 
Reputational Risk and was a big success with over 150 
participants in the two days. To present the conference 
topics, excellent regional and international professionals 
were invited to give their presentations. They talked 
about how unethical leaders can suppress the progress of 
a whole country and how ethical leaders have the power 
to change the world for the better; About the added 
value of ethics and it’s role for a successful business, 
what are the competitive advantages of a good corporate 
communication and how a good compliance program can 
reduce the reputational risk. We also talked about the 
influence that the development of international sanctions 
has for businesses, about new standards for transparency 
and what are common topics on solving the contrasting 
interests in the public and private sector relationship.

Between November 14-16, 2018, WISE debuted with its 
first large international event. In partnership with CBS 
International Business School, WISE was a co-organizer 
of the 8th International Conference on Sustainability & 
Responsibility in Cologne, Germany, with more than 
400 participants. The conference focused on topics 
of responsible leadership and offered participants 
the opportunity to engage with academics, business 
professionals, and policymakers to exchange ideas through 
a series of talks, discussions, and informal gatherings. 
It brought together different perspectives on global 
issues from various countries, actors and generations 
on responsible leadership, and helped foster ideas and 
practices which can be applied in a global context. On the 
final day, prof. Purg officially announced the establishment 
of the Institute to the international audience, which was 
very well received and several research and educational 
institutions showed interest in joining the Institute.
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While publication of WISE led publications was not yet 
possible within such a short time span, several works by 
researchers working at WISE centers of excellence in the 
past year.

•  Schmidpeter, R., Capaldi, N., Idowu, S.O., Lotter, A. 
International Dimensions of Sustainable Management: 
Latest Perspectives from Corporate Governance, 
Responsible Finance and CSR. 347 pages. Springer 
International Publishing, 2019. 

•  Lu, H., Schmidpeter, R., Capaldi, N., Zu, L. Building 
New Bridges Between Business and Society: Recent 
Research and New Cases in CSR, Sustainability, Ethics 
and Governance. 251 pages. Springer International 
Publishing, 2018

WISE has started looking into various European and other international 
research funding opportunities. In November 2018, IEDC and CBS were 
awarded an Erasmus+ grant for the ISSUE project which aims to develop various 
educational tools based on principles and goals of sustainable development. 
CBS and IEDC are project partner together with 6 other European research and 
educational institutions. The project was launched in December 2018 and will 
last for three years.
In November 2018, CBS was involved in submission of a research project 
proposal to the COST “Action Initiative for Sustainable and Responsible 
Innovation and Entrepreneurship Strategies" open call. The initiative aims 
to build and strengthen institutions that endorse climate and socially smart 
solutions. Results on the call are being awaited.

PUBLICATIONS

RESEARCH

WISE will continue developing and organizing a variety 
of public events building on an interdisciplinary, cross-
sectoral and multi-stakeholder approach. WISE realizes 
the importance of cooperation and so while realizing the 
importance of academic and practitioner oriented event, 
WISE shall make significant effort to bridge this divide and 
take full advantage of diversity and synergies.

Several events are already scheduled for 2019.
•  On June 6, WISE will host the annual Trends in CSR 

conference at IEDC, co-organized by Ekvilib Institute. 
The topic will focus the interconnectedness of personal 
and systemic levels of responsibility. The conference 
is primarily aimed at business practitioners and 
sustainability experts.

•  Between October 3-4, WISE will host the Bled 
Compliance & Ethics Conference, a new conference 
format that was developed in cooperation with EISEP 
Institute and will combine keynote speeches, expert 
panels and professional development workshops. 

•  Between October 23-25, 2019, IEDC Bled School of 
Management, Postgraduate studies and WISE will 
host an Academy of Management (AOM) Specialized 
Conference in Bled in the topic of Responsible leadership 
in Rising Economies.

All WISE centers of excellence will organize their own 
national and regional events in 2019. Biannually, WISE 
will also hold at least one larger international event. In 
2019, this will the AOM Specialized conference where we 
expect around 350 participants from all over the world. 
While mainly an academic conference, other experts, 
practitioners and public representatives will also be invited 
to attend. WISE will host the main plenary panel at the 
conference and organize a company sponsored Hackathon 
where participants will be solving sustainability and ethics 
related issues, as well as daily reflection sessions. 

Plans are already in place to also host the 10th International 
Conference on Sustainability and Responsibility in 2021.
To continue expanding its global network and reach, WISE 
will also partner with other international conferences such 
as the 9th International CSR conference in Germany in 
2020.

While in 2018 we were mainly focused on building and laying foundations for the Institute and its international network, 
WISE already made some important strides. In 2019, WISE will continue working on public events and publications, 
initiate first international research projects, and develop short educational programs focusing on sustainability, ethics 
and CSR.

EVENTS

PLANS AND ACTIVITIES FOR 2019
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In 2019, WISE partners will work on developing the 
first Company Training Programs. The “Thinking 
Sustainability” program concept is currently in 
development and aims to cover strategic, supply chain, 
marketing, and innovation tracks. The program is expected 
to be developed by June 2019 and to have the first edition 
launched by beginning of 2020. IEDC and CBS are also 
looking into the option of developing a joint Summer 
School program for students that should launch in 2020 
with the first edition taking place in Bled.

WISE will take a look into the possibility of expanding 
its existing network of centers of excellence. Potential 
partners in India, Russia and Brazil are to be approached 
in 2019. To Further expand and with the main objective 
of supporting its international activities and development 
of relevant outputs, WISE will continue looking into new 
sponsorship and support opportunities.

In March 2019, CBS has launched an interactive online 
platform Future2Day. It supports all those who want 
to share their knowledge, start new collaborations, 
develop innovative business models, generate positive 
impact, build new clusters, or simply join diverse online 
discussions. The platform will on one hand ease and 
enrich communication of WISE partners, and on the other 
hand, support further expansion of the network as well as 
facilitate communication with other researchers, experts, 
practitioners, and change-makers.

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS EXPANSION

WISE will further develop its research agenda and start 
with first international research projects in 2019 and plans 
to publish several publications in 2019 and 2020.

Taking full advantages of synergies with the CSR, 
Sustainability, Ethics & Governance series, WISE will 
publish the following publications in the next two years: 

•  Corporate Social Responsibility in Rising Economies
• Corporate Social Responsibility in China
• Corporate Social Responsibility in Russia
• Corporate Social Responsibility in Thailand

WISE will continue working on the ISSUE project in 2019 
and will be the leading partner for development of good 
practice examples and case studies on CSR and ethics 
within companies. Again taking use of synergies WISE 
will expand the research work by ISSUE project partners 
by including all WISE centers of excellence to produce a 
wide selection of best practice examples and case studies. 
WISE will publish the case studies in its new yearbook 
– planned to be launched at the end of 2019, and on a 
special interactive subpage on the Institutes’ webpage. 

RESEARCH AND PUBLICATIONS
WISE corporate partners and sponsors will be included 
in the case study collection and best practice examples 
database. Besides case studies and best practice examples, 
the yearbook will also include interesting reports and 
interviews, and offer space for partner institutions to 
present their latest work.

In March 2019, WISE partners have handed in two new 
research proposals for Erasmus+ Funding as part of 
wider research consortia. The EFFORT project (CBS) is 
aims to develop tools and guidelines that support higher 
education institutions to increase the effectiveness and 
quality of sustainability, ethics and CSR-related teaching. 
The ESFIME project (IEDC) aims to develop a board game 
that could be used in classrooms to teach students about 
sustainable development goals as well as establish and 
train the first network of game facilitators. 

WISE will continue looking at other international funding 
opportunities building on its existing network as well as 
looking for opportunities to work with other partners and 
networks.
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